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SECTION I: PASTORAL PROJECT PROPOSAL

identify a pastoral problem or concern.
Our parish has offered a two year Spiritual Companioning Course every other
year for the last six years.

The initial intent of this program was to train people to

journey with those in the RCIA process.

In time, many of these individuals began to

walk with members of our parish on their journey through life and facilitate the
integration of their spirituality into ali aspects of their lives.
The Spiritual Companioning Course includes study, reflection papers and various
forms of individual and group process work.
-

The specific areas of concentration are:

The History of Spirituality
Patterns of Spiritual Direction and Discernment
Listening Skills
Images of God
Self-esteem
Early Adulthood, Mid-life and Third Age Development
Human Sexuality
Anger,

Inner Violence and Power Issues

Depression and Suicide
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
Group Spiritual Direction Process
Use of Prayer and Scripture in Spiritual Direction
Case Studies

We currently have a gathering each year for continuing education and faith
sharing for those who are spiritual companions in our parish.
is also required to be in spiritual direction themselves.

Each spiritual companion

Beyond this, personal spiritual

growth and on-going education in spiritual direction and theology is the responsibility of
the individual.

Since some of our trained Spiritual Companions have been out of this

program for up to four years, | saw a need for a more in depth opportunity for continuing
religious education, spiritual enrichment and group process to update their certification.
| think it is imperative that those in this ministry are afforded the opportunity to be
exposed to recent findings in theology, to grow in their personal faith and to be provided
with techniques and materials to aide them personally and as spiritual companions.
Those in ministry can get caught up in "doing the job" at the expense of personal growth
and eventually burn out.

Since these individuals are ministering within our parish, |

think it is the responsibility of the parish to make sure they are being nourished spiritually
and offered guidance in integrating this spirituality into their ministry.

| think that the

balance between personal growth and ministry to the community is essential for healthy,
balanced ministers.
When looking at the categories for social analysis as outlined by Robert Kinast, |
found that spiritual direction involves the following:
gender and generation.

economic, political, cultural, social,

Kinast describes the social dimension as roles, relationships,

systems and status and he defines generation as life stages, rights and needs.
what spiritual direction is all about.

This is

People bring their relationships, their jobs, their roles

in family and society, the changes that come with the life stages, their needs and what
they believe to be their rights when they meet for spiritual direction.

People bring their

lives.

Using Kinast's description of political as meaning and use of power or control, we

also find this dimension in spiritual direction.

The directee often has issues of power or

control to deal with in their work, their family, their church and their society.
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Even more

important when looking at spiritual direction are issues of power and control on the part
of the spiritual director.

It is essential that spiritual directors have a holistic spirituality of

their own and do not in any way use power or control or manipulation in the spiritual
direction setting.

Spiritual directors must always remember and draw on the working of

the Holy Spirit in this ministry.
To varying degrees there are economic, cultural and gender dimensions in
spiritual direction.

Depending on the individual, these issues may or may not be

significant elements in a spiritual direction relationship.

| think the fact that spiritual

direction is inclusive of all these dimensions of life speaks to our responsibility to offer
quality continuing education and spiritual development for the spiritual directors in our
parish.
Spiritual direction is a concern for pastoral theology.

Pastoral theology can be

defined as the study of God and God's relation to the world in light of tradition, scripture,
church teachings, human development and human needs.
and a desire for each person to live in union with their God.

This requires sound theology
It is essential that those

working in ministry have a sound understanding of pastoral theology.

It is also essential

that ministers are nourished and encouraged to live a holistic, balanced life to be
effective ministers.

Spiritual direction continues to be an avenue that people are

exploring to grow in their spiritual life.

This is a ministry where people work one on one

with others and are asked to be a part of someone's personal and often intimate journey
with God and life.

Those offering to walk on this journey with others must continue to

grow in their own spirituality in ways that will assist them as companions to others.

Developed Plan of Action.
| believe an appropriate response to this concern for sound continuing education
and development for our parish spiritual companions is the offering of a limited adult
education series consisting of four sessions leading to an updated certification for our
spiritual companions.

There will be three components to this process:

reflection, integrative spirituality and spirituality in ministry.

theological

The theological reflection

segment will offer concrete methods to discover God's presence in their life experience
both personally and as spiritual directors.

The integrative spirituality segment allows the

director time to center in on their own spirituality and receive nourishment to be effective
ministers. The continuing education segment on spirituality in ministry will afford them
the opportunity to explore the link between spirituality and ministry and continue to grow
in techniques and process needed for effective spiritual direction.

Each segment will be

covered in a three hour session consisting of lecture and group process.

We will

conclude the series with a five hour renewal day incorporating shared theological
reflection and personal renewal time.

This format could be adapted on an annual or bi-

annual basis for continuing certification and personal development.
The segment on theological reflection will include an explanation of theological
reflection, the purpose of it and ways of approaching it. This will really be the foundation
for the remaining three sessions.

The journal, verbatim and case study will be offered

as specific means of theological reflection for those attending this series.

Each person

will be asked to work on and bring a developed theological reflection using one of these
methods to the fourth session.

We will do group process work with these theological

reflections during our extended renewal day.

issues of spirituality.

The second session will address personal

This session will focus on prayer, contemplation, meditation and

the role of mindfulness in our spirituality.
emphasis on spiritual direction.

The third session will focus on ministry with an

This session will offer updates in theology, human

development and techniques for working with people in ministry.
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The purpose of the fourth session is to offer time to integrate all three segments
of this series.

There will be group process work around the theological reflections

brought by the group along with personal renewal time with prayer, reflection and quiet
to allow the directors to have time for themselves.
Following the second and fourth session | will meet with three members of our
Parish Staff to process my personal theological reflection on this series.

| will be using

the journal format for presenting this experience to this group which Kinast identifies as
an applicable tool for spiritual direction, counseling and programs of personal
development.
An evaluation form will be developed and used at the final session.
attendee will be asked to evaluate each segment.

Following are some of the items that

will be included on this evaluation:
-

Information provided in a clear and understandable format?
Information presented achieved stated objectives?
Most useful part of the presentation/process?
Least useful part of the presentation/process?
Suggestions for future series?

Each

Ii.

Goals and Objectives.
Overall Goal
This series is intended to offer methods for theological reflection, insights for

personal spiritual growth and support for existing ministry.

Objectives
Exposure to theological reflection with opportunity for personal experience and
process work in theological reflection methodology.

Time for the minister to reflect and integrate their beliefs and spirituality into their
core being.
Education and process in the area of ministry including the continual inclusion
and integration of one's spirituality.
Provide time for group process in theological reflection and time for personal

renewal and integration of spiritual components presented during this series.

SECTION II: OVERVIEW OF

PASTORAL PROJECT

SPIRITUALITY AND MINISTRY SERIES

Introduction

The intent of this series is to offer an opportunity for continuing spiritual

development for the spiritual companions in our parish.

The series is to afford these

ministers with an opportunity to be exposed to recent theological findings, to grow in
their own personal faith and to be provided materials and techniques to aide them
personally and in their ministry as spiritual companions.
sessions:

Theological Reflection, Integrative Spirituality, Ministry Focus and a Renewal

Session I: Theological Reflection
A.
B.
C.

This series consists of four

Why do we do theological reflection?
Objectives of theological reflection
What is theological reflection?
1.

Theology as "God-Word"

2.

Models of Theological Reflection
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Tools for Theological Reflection

4.

Process of Theological Reflection

Cautions when doing Theological Reflection
Group Process and Theological Reflection
Summary of Theological Reflection Process
Theological Reflection Assignment
Closing Prayer

Session ll: Integrative Spirituality

A.

Elements of Integrated Spirituality

B.

Integrated Spirituality:

C.

Spirituality and the Holy Spirit

D

Prayer

Prayer, Meditation, Mindfulness

1.

Broad Overview of Prayer
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Specific Forms of Prayer

Meditation
Small Group Sharing
Mindfulness
Contemplation
Resources
Closing Prayer
Session lll: Ministry

A.

Faith and Human

Development

1.

Infancy to Adolescence

2.

Crisis Within Developmental Stages
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Adult Stages of Faith Development

Care of the Minister
1.

Recognizing Burn-out

2.

Care of Yourself as a Minister

Sacramental Theology
1.

The Rhythm that Makes Life Happen
Historical Overview
Symbolism

Definition of Sacrament
Sacramental Categories

SECTION Ill: THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION ON THEOLOGICAL
AND PASTORAL THEMES

Introduction
In this section | will present my theological reflection on significant theological and
pastoral themes that were identified while preparing and implementing this series.

1 will

provide my journal reflection on the experience of planning, implementing and reviewing
this series and the associated report on the theological reflection done at each stage of
this series

Planning Stage
Journal Reflection of my Experience during the Planning Stage
| considered several ideas when looking at an area of focus for my pastoral
project.

| was aware of a need for education and support for those in our parish who

were dealing with AIDS or cancer.

| was also aware of the need for a parish high school

religious education program for those attending the public school systems in our area.
Finally, there was a need for an adult education series designed for the recertification of
the trained spiritual companions in our parish.

| looked at all of these areas in light of my

gifts, interests, motivation for working in this area and specific course work in my
pastoral theology studies that really spoke to me.
When

| explored my motivation for working with those who were dealing with

cancer and AIDS, | came face to face with my own experience with cancer.

My

roommate has had ovarian cancer for over four years so | had personal experience that
would be invaluable when addressing this need in our parish.

During this time | have

experienced in myself and others the fear, the questions, the prejudices, the guilt and

the loneliness that accompanies this disease.

| have also experienced spiritual growth,

moments of real joy and peace, honesty, openness and love as | have walked with
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someone living with this disease.

There are more and more people in our parish who

are dealing with these illnesses and our parish does not have any specific program to
support them.

| felt there were many options that could be explored in this area.

We

could begin taking the initial steps to provide support groups for the patient and the
family.

This would involve related education and leadership training for individuals

interested in helping with this ministry.

We could have hospice come in and offer

educational sessions for those who know someone with AIDS or cancer.

We could

develop a helping hand committee to clean houses, go to the store, relieve the primary
caregiver, etc.

We would also need to talk to people who might benefit from this

ministry and find out what their needs are and respond accordingly.

| believe any one of

these ideas could have been developed and implemented for my pastoral project.

Even

though | believed passionately about this area of ministry, there was a part of me that
was not sure this was the right time for me to get involved in such a project.

Keeping in

mind my on-going journey with my roommate, looking at my own available energy in this
area and talking to the Pastoral Associate in our parish who would oversee such a
project, | decided to not pursue this area of ministry at this time.
| then spent time looking at our need for a high school religious education
program.

As | did this | realized that | really did not have any enthusiasm for this project.

| looked at some options for a program in this area and talked to our pastor, but since |
did not feel | had the motivation or the interest | needed to work in this area effectively |
moved on to the third option.

When

| looked at the possibilities of an adult education

series for our spiritual companions | found | had ideas, motivation and excitement for this
project.

Much of this excitement came from my desire to share what | had been learning

in my studies in pastoral theology.

| was excited about many things | had learned or was

learning and this seemed like a great opportunity to share these discoveries with others.
While | was considering the possibilities for a project in this area, | noticed that a
few very active people in our parish seemed to have lost their enthusiasm for their
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particular area of ministry.

They appeared to be tired and unhappy and it was showing

in their interactions with people.

One individual in particular was always very outgoing

and welcoming and loved being a part of our RCIA team.

She was now being curt with

people, short tempered, critical of people's behavior and generally negative.

| spent

some time with her and she shared how she felt overwhelmed and unappreciated in her
job, her family and her work at the church.
nourishment and rest.

She needed some time for herself for inner

For many years we believed that it was selfish to care about

ourselves and this person needed to embrace the reality that we cannot care for others
unless we care for ourselves.
your neighbor as yourself."

This belief is directly related to Jesus' command to "love

Even though we are learning the wisdom of Jesus'

command to love ourselves, we need to remind each other how important this is
especially for those in active ministry.

| feel that we, the church, have a responsibility to

feed and care for those who minister in the name of the church.

| envisioned this series

on Spirituality and Ministry as a way to nourish those in ministry who are hungering to be
fed and nurtured so that they could continue the mission of Jesus Christ.
My final decision to do this project was based on this need for spiritual care and
nourishment for those ministering in our parish along with my personal excitement over
the possibilities for this project.

It was important to me to have a passion for my pastoral

project so that | could commit myself to it and give it my all.

Once | had made this

choice, my challenge was to filter through all my ideas and discern what would be
valuable for those in the ministry of spiritual direction and others involved in ministry who
may choose to attend this series.
In my original project proposal | wrote that the balance between personal growth
and ministry is essential for healthy ministers.

This was my focus as | began to look at

specific areas of concentration for this series.

| would need to address the care of the

minister and offer some opportunity to grow in their role as minister.

My experience has

been that people are continually searching for ways to find God in their lives and ways to
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integrate their experience into their daily spirituality.

Evelyn and James Whitehead

write, "In a complex and changing world we are challenged to discern the continuing
presence and action of God and to respond faithfully and effectively to this presence.
For adult christians and especially ministers this necessitates a method of reflection.”

|

have found the use of a structured format for theological reflection was very valuable to
me both personally and ministerially.

The incorporation of theological reflection into this

series would give those attending a concrete way to look at their life experience, find
God and respond accordingly.

The other area that | felt was important to incorporate in

this series was time for private reflection, faith sharing, prayer and actual use of the
theological reflection process.

This gave me the key areas of the series | would be

offering on Spirituality and Ministry:

theological reflection, integrative spirituality,

ministry, and time for personal renewal.
With this basic outline, | then touched base with our Pastoral Associate who

would be the staff person responsible for overseeing such a project in our parish.

| had

discussed the possibilities of such a project with her previously and needed to review my
final proposal with her.

| discussed my thought process in selecting the areas of

concentration, time frames, people at our parish who might be invited to attend, etc.
Once | received her support for this project, it was full steam ahead!

| made flyers for

registration and mailed them to our spiritual directors and to a selected group of
ministers in our parish.

| began thinking about hand-outs, required readings, notebooks,

methods of presentation, group process, snacks, etc.

| was excited!

There were some specific thoughts | had regarding the detailed planning and
implementation of this series.

| wanted to have balance between topics that would be

comfortable and familiar and topics that would stretch those attending to help them to
grow in different ways.

| also wanted to have a balance between the informational,

cognitive time and experiential time.

| wanted to make sure we had time to pray, to

share and to reflect during each of our gatherings.
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Finally, | wanted to be cognizant that

those attending were giving their time to attend this series and they deserved a quality
experience that would facilitate personal spiritual growth and guidance in their ministry.
| also felt it was important that | continually touched base with myself during the
detailed planning of these sessions and through the implementation stage.

It would be

very easy to get caught up in the organization and presentation of this series and lose
sight of my own spiritual needs and growth in my faith.

It would also be easy to get

overly concerned about how | come across during this series and looking for positive
stroking from the participants while doing these series. | need to periodically remind
myself of my motivation for doing this specific project and the objectives | identified in
regard to this series.

| need to remain prayerful when working on this project and allow

God to work through me.

| must also remember that this project is a learning process

for me that will hopefully challenge me, stretch me and call me to spiritual growth.

My

own theological reflection will facilitate this process in my life.
The initial planning stage of this series included the detailed planning of the first
session on Theological Reflection.

| explored the theological reflection models of

Anthony Krisak, Evelyn and James Whitehead and Robert Kinast.

| felt it was important

to choose a model for presentation and use in this series that was theologically sound
and thorough, yet relatively easy to understand and use for those who would be new to
a formalized method of theological reflection.

| felt Kinast's model of theological

reflection was easily understood and adaptable for those who would be attending this
series.

This model is inclusive of scripture, tradition, and culture and also provides

specific things to look for in an experience such as the people, places, images, symbols,
language, etc.

Kinast provides concrete questions for the actual learning segment of the

process and concludes by guiding one to some action in response to insights discovered

during theological reflection.

Kinast presents this model in a concise handbook entitled

Let the Ministry Teach that will be an excellent resource for each person attending this
series.

Kinast has also compiled supplemental information to use in conjunction with his
14

handbook.

| felt it was really important to include stories in this presentation to clarify

the specific points of this method and Kinast's supplemental information will be very
helpful in this area.

Theological Reflection on my Experience of Planning this Series
A.

Method use for Theological Reflection

Since | had decided to use Kinast's model of theological reflection for this series, |
decided to use this same model for my personal theological reflection on the planning
stage of this project.

| felt this would give me a better understanding of this model and

practical experience working with it. | provided a brief outline of Kinast's model
(Attachment A) for use by those assisting me in my theological reflection along with a
copy of my journal reflection on the experience.
on this experience.

This model worked well in our reflection

Kinast's model is very defined and offers specific questions for use

in theological reflection.

The questions that seemed to give us the most insight were:

1) what drew us into this experience, 2) where is this theology found, 3) does this
experience add anything to my understanding of this issue and 4) does this illustration
have implications for other areas of theology?
B.

Report on Theological Reflection Process

| began our reflection by asking each person to identify what drew them or caught
their interest as they read my journal reflection of this stage of my project.
points that were identified and we felt called for further reflection were:
care of the spiritual minister, 2)

The three

1) the need for

my decision not to plan and implement a project for

those dealing with cancer and AIDS and 3) the enthusiasm and energy needed for
ministry.

When

reflecting on the need for care of the spiritual minister, we looked at the

need for care and spiritual nourishment of all christians because in some way we are all
called to ministry.

There has been a shift in our culture and in our tradition over the last
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twenty to thirty years regarding the need for and acceptability of caring for ourselves.
Within our culture, we were raised thinking that it was selfish to ever think of ourselves

first or to put our needs in front of someone else's.

Then in the 1970's the pendulum

swung in this area and it not only became acceptable, but more like the "thing to do", to
care for ourselves at all costs.

Our culture is self-centered, individualistic and conditions

us to believe that the fulfillment of our individual needs is what brings us happiness.
These needs, which lead to individual gratification, are wealth, popularity, fame pleasure

and power.

We began to define ourselves by what we had acquired and achieved and

we became very protective of both.

Our culture continues to reinforce this focus on the

material aspect of our world by telling us who we want to be and what we want to have
and how we want to look.
Our religious tradition also reflected a shift in the way we looked at caring for
ourselves and others.

Our lack of understanding of the need to care for ourselves can

be indirectly traced to the sin of Adam.

As the teaching of original sin took root and we

believed that we were born in sin, we began to look unfavorably on our human condition.
We see the extent of this when we look at our understanding of Eucharist over the
years.

We went through a time where we rarely received Eucharist because of our

unworthy, sinful state.

We

through his life and death.

denied ourselves the very nourishment Jesus offered us

Our spiritual lives were separate from the emotional, mental

and physical elements of our lives.
If we look to scripture we find that we are made in the image or likeness of God.
If we look at the anthropology of the Jewish Bible, we find that all aspects of the person
are created in this divine image.

One of the goals of the christian life is to develop and

grow into the likeness of the divine.
Encyclopedia of Catholicism,

Elizabeth Dreyer writes in The HarperCollins

"A renewed theology centered on creation and incarnation

has led to an emphasis on the goodness and value of the created, finite, material order.
Catholics are invited to see themselves and all of creation as expressions of God's
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image and therefore as sacred."

We are called to a spirituality that embraces self, other

and society.
We begin to see that it is impossible to follow the great commandment of God to
love our neighbor as ourselves if we do not learn to care for and love ourselves.
all love is from God,

love for ourselves is also from God.

Richard J. Hauser,

Since

SJ

believes that in loving ourselves and in meeting our own needs we are responding to the
call of the Spirit.

The challenge we face is in finding balance between caring for our own

spiritual needs and ministering to others in their need.
love as one that focuses on serving God and others.
self-centered tendencies that arise.

Hauser also sees a healthy selfThis is a healthy balance for any

We are not to care for ourselves at the expense of

others nor are we to neglect ourselves in the name of ministering to others.

Caring for

ourselves and for others is a mutually inclusive response to the gospel.
The story of Mary and Martha as found in Luke 10:38-42 spoke to us of the need
to take a break from ministry, from work, to take time for ourselves.

Martha was

troubled that she was left to do the serving while her sister, Mary, sat and listened to

Jesus speak.

Martha wanted Jesus to encourage Mary to help her, but Jesus

commented on how anxious and worried Mary seemed and that at that time Mary had
made the better choice.

This choice was to sit and be with a dear friend, to listen and

learn, to relax and put work aside.

We often find Jesus going off by himself or with those close to him for prayer
during his public ministry.

In Mark 1:35 we read, "Rising very early before dawn, he left

and went off to a deserted place, where he prayed.”

We go on to read that Simon found

Jesus and said told him that the people were looking for him.

Jesus went with Simon

a nearby village to preach as he believed this was something he was called to do.

In

this portion of scripture we find Jesus giving us the example of balancing ministry and
time for himself.

to

In the parable of the sower and the seed, the seed sown among the thorns
speaks to the materialistic temptations we face in our culture.

We read in Mark 4:19,

"They are the people who hear the word, but worldly anxiety, the lure of riches, and the
craving for other things intrude and choke the word, and it bears no fruit."

This reflects

what happens in our lives if we follow the call to care for self as portrayed by our culture
instead of the way our tradition leads us.
As we reflected in this area we found our thoughts overlapping with creation
spirituality and liberation theology.

As Catholic christians we believe that the human

body is a sacrament of God's presence and grace.

In HarperCollins Encyclopedia of

Catholicism we read, "A spirituality that proclaims the sacramentality of the body has a
strong component of justice.”

If the body is truly filled with the presence of God than it

supports basic rights for all people to food, clothing, shelter, health care.

When we our

concerned with meeting our own needs without considering the impact on others, we are
not taking any responsibility for the poverty, racism, violence, the sick and alienated in
our world.

If we recognize that as human beings we are part of creation, than we begin

to see our responsibility not only to other people but also for the care of the earth.

If we

attempt to meet our needs and comfort level at the expense of the environment, we
abuse our earth and indirectly God and one another.
earth is the Lord."

We do not own the planet.

In Exodus 9:29 we read, "The

It has been entrusted to us by God.

Responsibility comes with the gifts that God has given us and this responsibility is for
ourselves, others and the environment.
One of the most interesting parts of our reflection for me was our discussion the
recent discovery that there were originally three species of humans and the homo
sapiens were the only species to survive.

studies on evolution.

This brought us to Teilhard de Chardin's

Chardin viewed christianity from an evolutionary perspective

where he saw the movement always toward a higher level of consciousness.

In a very

simplistic way we recalled that Chardin believed that there were stages each species
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had to go through and embrace in order to survive.

The first stage was socialization.

Our species is the only one that survived this period.

The next stage is amorization.

Chardin saw Christ as the center of a higher level of human society driven by the call to
love.

If we do not truly learn to love, in the way Jesus called us to love, our species will

not survive.

We saw this love including respect, responsibility, care and sacrifice.

We

also saw this level of love as the impetus behind our care for others, care for ourselves,

and care for the earth.

This movement to and through amorization goes to the core of

who we are called to be as followers of Jesus Christ.
We were able to see scripture speaking to this stages of human development.
The Hebrew Scriptures spoke to the needs for socialization, the needs for survival.

The

Christian Scriptures centered on Jesus' call to love which moved us into the beginning of
the amorization phase.

Jesus calls us to love.

We can look at our world and see how

many things would change if we, as humans, operated out of this depth of true love.
This was an exciting and enriching time in our reflection that spoke to our lived
experience today.

As we looked at Chardin's teachings and the message of Jesus we

sensed the "ah-ha" of the moment.
teach us in a powerful way.

The wisdom of Jesus continues to grab us and

If we do not accomplish the task of amorization, this mission

of Jesus, we will not survive!
The second area that drew us into this experience was my decision not to work
with those dealing with cancer and AIDS.

| had talked about doing something in this

area for my project from the time | started this MAPT
project was a requirement of the program.

When

program and knew that a pastoral

it came time to actually begin work on

my project, it was important for me to discern God's guidance and direction in this
decision.

By taking some time to pray and be honest with myself, | was able to admit

that this was not the right time for me to be involved in this area of ministry.
Reflecting on this part of my experience brought us to issues of God's will. our

free will, discernment and the working of the Holy Spirit in our lives.
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Our culture tells us

we are self-made, independent people and that we can make whatever happen in our
lives that we choose.

Our tradition tells us we can do all things with God.

of God comes to us through the Holy Spirit.

The wisdom

Both the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures

speak to us very clearly about the role of the Spirit in our lives.

In Isaiah 11:2 we read,

"The spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him, a spirit of wisdom and of understanding.”
This is the same spirit that is alive in our lives today.

In John 14:26 we read, "The

Advocate, the holy Spirit that the Father will send in my name -- he will teach you
everything and remind you of all that | told you."
"Wwhen

We also read later in John's gospel,

he comes, the Spirit of truth, he will guide you to all truth." (Jn 16:13).

In 2 Cor

13:5 we find the need to examine ourselves and make sure we are living true to the
faith.

We need to live in union with the Spirit and be honest with ourselves in regard to

the guidance God is giving us -- especially when we are working with people.
Discernment is a part of our lives as followers of Christ living in the Spirit.

It is the

art of listening to what is going on inside of us and learning to recognize how the Spirit
moves in our lives.

Ideally this is a spontaneous habit that guides our lives by what

seems right and brings peace within.

We need to learn to trust our inner selves

because we believe that God's spirit is alive in us to guide and direct us.

By living in

relationship with God we continually, yet gradually, find God's direction for our lives.

If

we take on the Spirit of Christ, we will learn to know within ourselves what that direction
is for us.
Other areas surfaced as we reflected on discernment and God's will in our lives.
Is this will specific or general?
our free will fit into this picture?

not see God's will as specific.
lives.

Does God will the painful things in our lives?

How does

How can we be sure if we are doing God's will?

We did

We saw it more as will for what is good and right for our

| think God looks at our lives more as a whole than all the individual decisions that

we must make.

| think our life speaks of the underlying motivation behind our decisions

and if it is directed toward God or not.

We do not believe that God wills the evil and pain
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in our lives, but allows it. We see pain and evil resulting from the choices we have
made as a people over the centuries and from the choices we make today.

The

Catholic church, as early as the third century, taught that God's grace does not take
away our free will.
will.

We felt there were many ways in which we know we are doing God's

There is a peace, a certainty, it is consistent with the teachings of Christ, we

receive affirmation from the community, etc.

One of the most powerful things someone

told me about God's will in my life was that God willed what | desired.

If God truly loves

me and the desires of my heart are pure, than | am living in God's will

Psalm 37:3-4

speaks to me of this desire:
land and live secure.

"Trust in the Lord and do good that you may dwell in the

Find your delight in the Lord who will give you your heart's desire."

It seems to make sense to me that if | am trying to live the best that | can and that | am
loved by my God than my desires and God's desires would be in sync.
The third area we reflected on in relation to this planning stage was my need to
be excited and motivated about the project | chose to do.

The things that | do best in life

are the things that | feel passionately about and | believe that is probably true for most
people.
be.”

Matt 6:21 speaks to this:

"For where your treasure is, there also will your heart

| had the opportunity to share some of my treasure with members of my community

and | was truly excited.

If we do not have this passion for what we are doing our

ministry will become a chore.

It is important that we do not become so involved in what

we are doing that we lose sight of why we are doing it.
The Acts of the Apostles and the New Testament Letters are stories of the
enthusiasm for the gospel of Christ that we find in the early church.
Apostles tells us the story of the development of the early church.

The Acts of the
The church grew

because of the conviction and enthusiasm of the early followers of Jesus.
Our reflection on enthusiasm and excitement led us to the beauty of celebration in

our lives.

Within our culture we celebrate births, marriages, graduations, birthdays,

football games, promotions and the list goes on.
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These celebrations are often lacking

depth and understanding of the real significance of the event being celebrated.
there is an overwhelming emphasis on the materialistic side of these events.

Often
lt is

important that we invite the right people, have the right food and beverage, give and get
the right gifts, etc.
If we do not know what and why we are celebrating then the celebration has no
meaning for us.

The old story of the woman cutting the end off of the ham before putting

it in the oven speaks to this need for understanding.

The woman was asked why she

cut the end of the ham and she said that her mother and her grandmother did it. Come
to find out the grandmother did it because she didn't have a pan big enough to put the
whole ham in.

Over the years there were many things in our tradition that we did without

understanding why we did it. Vatican Il changed many things in the hopes that they
would make more sense to us and speak more authentically to our faith.

This council

called us to be a more enthusiastic, celebrative people since Vatican Il.

We are called

to enthusiastically accept the mission of spreading the gospel because of our baptism in
Christ.

We are called to celebrate the gift of salvation given to us through the death and

resurrection of Christ when we celebrate the liturgy of the Eucharist.

We are called to

actively participate in this celebration for without participation there is not celebration.
we go to a birthday party and sit in the corner, we have not celebrated.
understand and participate in the celebrations of our lives.

We must

The beauty of a true

celebration is that is picks us up for a short period of time and then returns us to our
everyday life with new perspectives and increased energy.

A summary of our time of reflection on the planning stage of my project follows:
1) We must care for ourselves, in a holistic way, to have the strength and energy to be
effective ministers.

2) We must be honest with ourselves and open to the guidance of

the Holy Spirit in our lives and in our ministry.

3) We must feel called and committed to

the mission of Jesus to be effective ministers in the church and the world.
these elements were a part of the planning of this project.
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All three of

If

Implementation Stage
The implementation stage of this project includes the implementation of the
session on theological reflection and the preparation and implementation of the sessions
on integrative spirituality, ministry and renewal.

Journal Reflection on my Experience during the Implementation Stage
A.

Presentation of the Session on Theological Reflection

Twenty people came together bright and early on the first Saturday morning of
this series to explore theological reflection.

| began by giving an overview of the series,

the objectives that | hoped to meet during the series and included a time for personal
introductions by each participant.
these introductions.

| was really touched by the level of sharing during

It was obvious that these people were serious about their

spirituality and their interest in this series.
We then proceeded with our topic of theological reflection.
the material,

As | began to share

| realized how intense this topic was as far as the amount of information

being presented.

| periodically checked with those in attendance to see if the pace was

acceptable and to see if any areas needed further clarification.

Because of the

background of those in attendance, they were able to process the information and move
along with the flow of the presentation.

The stories | used to illustrate the various points

in the theological reflection process were very helpful.

At times | could tell by the look in

people's eyes that the story was the clarification they needed to understand different
points.
| made a few mental notes for the next session.

| need to be careful about the

amount of material that can be covered in a three hour period.
minutes more for this session.

| could have used thirty

| need to incorporate more time for sharing at the next
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session as | was aware the group wanted time to share their stories and reflections with
one another.
B.

Journaling on the Planning of the Integrative Spirituality Session

| began my preparation of the session on Integrative Spirituality by looking at my
definition of this subject.

Integrative spirituality is your life -- your lived experience being

integrated -- incorporated -- meshed into your spirituality -- your spirit -- your being.
| then had to sort through a variety of possible topics and select what would be useful in
light of my objectives for this series.

| wanted to look at some topics that were familiar to

those in attendance and present some areas of prayer and spirituality that might be a
stretch for those in the group.

| made a list of everything | could think of that seemed to

fit into my definition of integrative spirituality and my objective for this particular session.
| then categorized them and identified one core theme that seemed to be related to the
main categories | identified.

This core theme was contemplation.

Contemplation is more than a way of prayer, it is a way of being.
experience of stillness and receptivity to God's word.
have words to say or things to do.
comes action.

It is an

It is not an active prayer in that we

It is not passive either because out of this stillness

Phillip Sheldrake writes, "contemplation involves the deepest levels of

one's desire where hopes, needs, and personal identity fuse, as it were, with the allembracing presence of God's love."

| believe that we are all called to contemplation at

some level as we move to the deepest center of our being where we are grounded in

God and in who we are.
As | continued to reflect on this and the possibilities of related topics | centered in
on three areas that | believe are needed or at least helpful as we move into a
contemplative state.

They are prayer, meditation and mindfulness.

Prayer is an

invitation from God to enter into a conscious relationship with the Source of all being.

There are many forms of prayer and | will present prayer in general along with specific
forms of traditional and non-traditional (not commonly used by many in the Christian
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tradition today) prayer.

The non-traditional forms of prayer include meditation.

reflective process that involves the mind, imagination and will.

This is a

Margaret Dorgan writes,

"The inflowing of contemplation controls the interior faculties of mind, imagination, and
will so powerfully that a person is wholly caught up in God."

Meditation encompasses

Lectio Divina, journaling, imagery and mantra just to name a few and can be aided by
the use of scripture, art, music and movement.

Through the on-going practice of

meditation thinking decreases and one moves into a more affective mode of prayer.
This prayer continues to simplify more and more and draws one into an inner stillness
that leads to contemplation.
In addition to prayer and meditation, | feel mindfulness has an important part in
integrative spirituality and the contemplative stance in life.
be constantly aware of God's presence in our lives.
realizing that each moment is a moment of grace.
whether it is a moment of joy or pain.
each moment.

Mindfulness is the desire to

It is being aware of the moment and
God is present in every moment

Mindfulness is the awareness of the gift of God in

Our response to this gift is our reflection of God's presence in the world.

Prayer, mediation and mindfulness have all become dear to me over the last few
years and | feel blessed that | have this opportunity to share this with others in my
community.

In my planning for this session | have incorporated time for faith sharing and

time to experience some of the prayer forms and mediation styles that we will be
discussing.

In order to have some flexibility in our time together, | designed my notes so

that | had optional material that | could work with based on the time used for faith
sharing and prayer.
C.

Journaling on the Implementation of the Integrative Spirituality Session

This session was so exciting for me!

Everyone was glad to see one another and

seemed genuinely glad to be gathered even though it was a cold Saturday morning.

When they joined those at their tables they seemed to pick up where they had left off
from the prior session.

The subject matter did not call for the level of concentration that
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the first session did and | sensed that everyone was more relaxed as a result of this.
They were not as intent on getting every morsel of information that was being given to
them.

| was able to share a lot of things that are dear to me and the participants were

such a willing audience that | was energized by their presence.
| thought the overview of prayer was a good introduction for this day.

| was

pleased with their response to the meditation and faith sharing we did using a selection
of art pieces that were given to them.

| also included a variety of stories and they

seemed to add a real life touch to the topics being covered.

I'm learning that stories

seem to be key in any presentation involving our spirituality.

The integration of native

American, Christian and eastern traditions was received well and was affirming for those
who were familiar with some of these practices and were trying to integrate them into
their Christian tradition.

| also had a selection of books from my personal library that

were related to the material covered available at this session and | encouraged anyone
interested to check a book out and bring it back at the next session.

D.

Journaling on the Planning of the Session on Ministry and Renewal

Between the second and third session, | had to do some major adaptations in the
schedule for the presentation of the remaining material for this series.

One by one |

received phone calls from people who were going to miss the third session for varied,
but valid reasons.

Attendance at the next session on ministry was going to be down to

about ten people.

| had several options at this point:

reschedule the third session, go

ahead with it even though many would miss it or combine it with the fourth session.

considered
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the following when making my decision: 1) the participants had formed a

small community and their interaction was important to their experience of the series, 2)
the ability to find a time to reschedule that would work in everyone's schedule would be
very hard at this point, 3) reviewing the material to be covered | believed it could be
covered adequately in a full day session.

After taking all these things into consideration
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and talking to many of those attending the series, | decided to combine the material
originally scheduled for the third and fourth session | into one full day session.
This need for change in the schedule reflects the demands and "busyness” of
many of our lives today.

This level of activity in the lives of people is something that we

must be aware of and address in parish ministry.

It is a challenge to try and meet the

needs of the people in light of the pace of our lives.

| think it is important to respect their

choices and their demands, yet help them find ways to prioritize the activities in their
lives based on what is most life-giving for them.
Once | had made this decision, | began to look at incorporating the subject
material for the ministry session and the time for renewal and reflection into one session.
| decided to begin the final session with the ministry segment and allowed two hours for
this material.

The intent of this portion of the session was to provide some updating in

an area of theology that touches their ministry, provide something that would help them
as ministers in their understanding of people, and some points that will help them care
for and respect themselves as ministers.

| had just finished reading Tad Guzie's book

The Book of Sacramental Basics and was very excited about the contents of it. His
approach and thoughts on sacramental theology would be useful for those doing spiritual
companioning, those on the RCIA team and those working in our sacramental programs.
So | decided to include an update on Sacramental theology in this session.

Our Pastoral

Associate over religious education and spiritual development felt it would be worthwhile
to do a review on the stages of faith development.
help them as ministers in their work with people.

So this was the area | included to
In addition to the update on

sacramental theology and stages of faith development, | included some suggestions as
to how we can care for ourselves while ministering in the church.
| then looked at the remaining day which was to be a time for personal renewal

and theological reflection.

and group sharing.

| designed this time to include guided reflection, quiet time

The schedule for this time would be: 1) guided meditation on water,
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fire and air,

2) personal time for reflection, 3) lunch, 4) theological reflection in small

groups, 5) liturgy and 5) evaluation.
The other area where | had to make some adaptations to my original plans was in
regard to the group theological reflection process.

| had hoped that we would be able to

work on some experiences in the lives of those participating in this series.

They were

encouraged to journal through this series and to pick one specific experience to journal
in detail before the final session.

Many of them did this, but when

it came time to look at

how many would be comfortable sharing their experience | found that they were very
hesitant.

| was somewhat confused by this because they had been such an enthusiastic

group willing and wanting to share with one another.

After talking to some of them, |

realized that the hesitation was their lack of experience in doing theological reflection.
They were not sure their journaled experiences would have sufficient detail or would
provide appropriate material for reflection.
work on theological reflection.
more sessions.

Ideally, we needed time at every session to

We needed our sessions closer together and we needed

Because of all of this | decided to provide an experience and guided

instructions to follow for their group theological reflection process.
Before | conclude my journaling on the implementation of this series, | think it is
important to take a moment and reflect on my personal experience of implementing this
series.

As | mentioned in the planning stage, | thought it was important to stay in touch

with my feelings and actions during this series.

During the presentation of the

theological reflection material, | remained very focused on the material because of the
amount of information being shared and the need to be clear about the details.

| was

nervous about questions and felt inadequate in my answers, but the evaluations | later
received on this session were very positive and reflected that the material was

presented in a clear and understandable way.

| said that | wanted to include some

areas that would stretch those attending this series and realized how much | was being

stretched in the process.

| realized that we minister to ourselves in the process of
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ministering to others.
ministry.

| find these sessions very affirming in regard to my call to parish

| realize that there are high points, there are times when you don't think you

will ever be ready, there are times when you are discouraged, there are times that you
feel incompetent -- yet somehow it feels right.

| also realized that | often became too

engrossed in the "doing" of this project and did not spend the time in prayer and
relaxation that | needed to for balance in my own life.
the group that | wasn't doing in my own life.

| found myself sharing things with

| realized that doing a project such as this

was a great way to bring me back to my own center and what is important for my own
spiritual health.

Theological Reflection on my Experience of Implementing this Series
A.

Method of Theological Reflection

The method used for theological reflection on the implementation stage of this
series was the tri-polar model as outlined by James and Evelyn Whitehead.

This model

of theological reflection in ministry involves three sources or "poles" of relevant
information:

Christian tradition, the experience of the community of faith, and the

resources of the culture.

Christian tradition represents information we draw from

Scripture and from Church history concerning a specific pastoral concern.

Experience

represents that source of information as it is available within the individual minister and
within that specific community where the reflection occurs.
reflection begins at this pole.

The tri-polar model of

Culture represents information which arises form the

culture including understanding of the human person, of community, of success and
failure which have influenced and continue to influence Christian efforts of selfunderstanding.
This method of theological reflection involves three overlapping stages:

attending, assertion and decision for action.

Attending is the first activity of the method.

The reflective community seeks out the information that is available in experience, in the
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Tradition, and in the culture's understandings.

The second activity is assertion.

In this

stage we engage the information from these three sources in a process of mutual
clarification and challenge in order to expand and deepen religious insight.

All three

sources of information contribute to theological reflection in an assertive relationship of
challenge and confirmation. The final stage is decision.

In this stage the insight

generated from the assertive interaction of tradition, experience, and culture and
translate this insight into action.
| provided the above overview of the tri-polar method of theological reflection and
the attached diagram (Attachment B) of the model and method to those who were
assisting me in my theological reflection of this stage.
for our group.

We were able to center in on the experience and make associations to

culture and tradition.
challenge.

Again, this method worked well

It seemed natural to move into the process of clarification and

Everyone found the process beneficial in that we were able to expand our

religious insights and understanding of these issues and we felt challenged to continue
to look at the workings of God in our lives.
B.

Report on Theological Reflection Process

We began by looking at my experience of implementing this project as shared in
my above journal entries and the areas those gathered could bring to this experience
and this reflection.
further reflection:

After some initial discussion we felt the following areas warranted
1) contemplation and mindfulness in our tradition and our culture, 2)

the role of theological reflection in the lives of the laity and 3) the need for openness and
diversity in prayer styles and methods of spiritual growth.
Our culture seemed to have a lot to say to us about the need for meditation and
mindfulness in our lives.

The number of people now reading about and practicing

meditation and mindfulness, and looking for quiet places for private retreats and even

vacations tells us that something is happening in our society.

There are spas and home

exercise equipment to help us work off stress and stay in shape.
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We have psychic

hotlines to give us guidance twenty-four hours a day.

There continues to be more

segments on talk shows and news shows regarding stress and the importance of taking
care of our health.

We know that the demands in life and stress level is high and we are

looking for ways to ensure this does not negatively impact our health.

The emphasis in

our culture on meditation and other holistic ways of caring for ourselves is not rooted in
any specific religious conviction, but in the desire to have a stress free life and life
forever.
When looking at this area in light of our culture, we couldn't help but note the
tendency today to categorize many of the ancient religious traditions that have brought
us teachings on meditation, mindfulness, and contemplation as "new age.”
"new age" seems to make it "the thing to do" in our society.
there is such a wide variety of topics lumped into "new age.”

The label

We find it frustrating that
It takes the gift of

discernment to sort through the numerous things labeled "new age.”

We must

remember that we cannot disregard everything found under "new age" nor can we
accept everything in this category.

We must look at anything in this category in light of

our Christian beliefs, our traditions and other traditions that may compliment our bleifs
and practices.
Our christian tradition embraces

meditation,

mindfulness and contemplation.

Thomas Merton played a significant role in the recovery of the contemplation in our
tradition.

Merton believed that we must go within ourselves to the Spirit of God and

become energized and focused in order be of service to the church and the world.
believed that contemplation without action is empty.

He

Merton also showed the value of

regular journaling and as a human activity in which we could come in touch with the
revelation of God.
Jesus expected his followers to be mindful, observant, awake and in touch with

the needs of the people.

mindfulness.

The Emmaus story in Luke 24:13-35 speaks to us about

The followers of Jesus on the road to Emmaus failed to recognize Jesus in
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their midst.

They were distraught over the death of Jesus and discounted the story of

the women who had encountered the angels at the tomb.
Jesus was alive.

They did not believe that

Because of this they were not able to recognize Jesus in their midst.

Jesus remains in their presence and patiently waited for them to see him.
breaking of the bread they realized that Christ had been with them.

Finally, in the

At this point the

disciples were able to shift their concentration away from themselves and be present to

the God in their lives.
The psalms speak to us of the need and the benefit of meditation.

In Psalm

143.5 we read, "| remember the days of old; | ponder all your deeds; the works of your

hands | recall.”
paths."

Psalm 119:15 reads, "I will ponder your precepts and consider your

We go on to read in the same psalm, verse 148,

watches as | meditate on your promises.”
meditate in,

"My eyes greet the night

Proverbs 4:20-22 offers encouragement to

"My son, to my words be attentive, to my sayings incline your ear; Let them

not slip out of your sight, keep them within your heart; For they are life to those who find
them, to man's whole being they are health."
We had some discussion as to whether or not everyone is called to
contemplation.

If we look to the classics we may assume that a monastic or solitary

context is required for true contemplation.

W.A. Barry and W. J. Connolly refer to a

contemplative attitude as one stance of prayer.

They wrote, "Contemplation begins

when a person stops being preoccupied with his own concerns and lets another person,
event or object take his attention."

M. Basil Pennington makes the distinction between

canonically living in a contemplative state of live versus giving oneself to contemplative
prayer.

He believes, as | do, that all are invited by God to enjoy "the holy and intimate

rest of contemplation.”
The second area that we explored was the role of theological reflection in the
daily lives of the laity.

We looking at the words "theological reflection” we could see

where many lay people might think that this was a process that was over their heads.
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The reality is that many people do theological reflection on a regular basis, they just do
not do it in a formalized method of reflection.
The easiest way of doing theological reflection is by telling our stories and
allowing those listening to respond.
of us can give to our community.

Storytelling is one of the most significant gifts each
Stories put flesh on our experience and on the

principles and teachings in our culture and tradition.
the heart and soul.

They bring the things of the head to

When we share our story in a group setting we have the benefit of

receiving input based on the lived experience of all of those present.

We all bring a

different background and wisdom by which we can challenge and affirm each other.
Often the support and the accountability found in a communal setting gives us the extra
energy we need to take action as a result of our theological reflection.

The essential

condition within this setting is that everyone knows how to listen and respect the
sacredness of another persons story.
The intent of storytelling within the context of theological reflection or faith sharing
is to embrace the experience of God in our daily lives and to integrate the wisdom of that
experience into our lives.

This storytelling is different from telling stories in our culture.

Often in our culture the telling of stories is done to "one-up" the other person or to tear
another person down or just as surface level social conversation.

Storytelling moves to

a deeper level when it is done in a safe environment where we trust and respect each
other and our doing it to share in each others journey.

It is under these circumstances

that we can find God and the messages that God is giving to us through each other.
The experience of sharing our story provides an excellent background when

moving into a more formalized method of theological reflection.

Every model of

theological reflection that | reviewed begins with the telling of our experience.
model also includes both learning and action.

Every

All of this requires the reflection of at least

one other person to truly benefit from the experience. Whenever I tell my story to
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someone,

| learn something in the process.

Every time | tell my story it becomes more

integrated into who | am and how | live in the world.
Storytellers express their faith-response to life through stories which reveal that
they know themselves and their God by heart.

Jesus was a storyteller.

One of the

primary ways in which Jesus told stories is through the parable. These are stories that
are illustrative comparisons between Christian truths and events of everyday life. A
parable is a figurative speech that demands reflection for understanding.

Only those

who are prepared to explore its meaning can come to know it. Sounds like theological
reflection to me!
Pat McCloskey, in Naming Your God: The Search for Mature Images, looksto
Mary, the mother of God, as an example of someone who did theological reflection.
believes that we, like Mary,

She

must ponder the words of Christ in our hearts, and then

seek the help of the faith community to know if one has understood them correctly.

As

Mary pondered the words and events before and after the birth of Jesus, she came to
new understandings about God, herself, and others.
| Corinthians has many examples of Paul's method of theological reflection.

Paul

approaches the issues and problems of the early church in light of christian teaching and
conduct.

| Cor 15:1-58 is very important for our understanding of the Christ's teaching

on the resurrection of the body.

Paul presents the basic belief that Jesus' death and

resurrection was for our sins and in fulfilment of prophecy.

He then looks at the

questions that arise out of this belief of bodily resurrection and inconsistencies involved
in the denial of this resurrection.

Theologically, he concludes with an attempt to

theologically perceive what the properties of the resurrected body might be.

| include

this in my report as an example of theological reflection, not as a detailed presentation of
the teaching on the resurrection of the body.
One of the difficulties that we find in theological reflection is that it takes time and

experience.

We must not be intimidated by the process, but stick with it over time to
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truly benefit from the process.

The lay ministry program in our diocese begins the first

year with a session on theological reflection.

Those in the program are then required to

do theological reflection during the year and to share these reflection with their assigned
mentor.

One of the people attending this series was in the lay ministry program and

found what we covered very helpful.

The facilitator for her lay ministry group was not

personally familiar or comfortable with the theological reflection process.

Because of

this, she covered the material in this book verbatim and did not include stories that
would bring life to the teaching.
confused.

This experience left this person overwhelmed and

The detailed method of Kinast and the associated stories were very helpful in

her understanding of theological reflection.

There was also one mentor in the lay

ministry program attending this series and she also found the session on theological
reflection helpful when working with those in the lay ministry program.

This exploration

of theological reflection gave me the motivation and energy to make sure that the
theological reflection segment of the last session would be done in a manner that would
educate for further use in the lives of those attending this series.
The third area that we reflected on from the implementation stage of this series
was the need for openness and diversity in prayer styles and methods of spiritual
growth.

There is an ever growing spiritual diversity within the Catholic christian tradition.

We need to identify the difference between poor theologies that result in division from
the diversity we experience from the differences in cultures, races, traditions, and

personal preferences.

As we grow in our spirituality we often have a tendency to want

others to grow in the same way we do and to pray the same way that we do.

We need

to allow people to do what works for them because different things speak to different
people.

The old saying about
our discussion.

"not throwing out the baby with the bath water” came up in

There are some old traditions that we may feel are outdated today, but

may have value for others or even speak to us in rough times.
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We discussed the rosary

and how it was not a prayer form that any of us used with regularity
share that it does work well as a mantra when she can't sleep.

One person did

For her, it wasn't so

much the words as the rhythm and the reality that this was a tradition from her childhood
which brought some inner comfort.
This led us to a discussion on our children and what significant traditions may be
lost to future generations if the family is not encouraged to pass them on to their
children.

Often there is a debate around memorized prayer in the elementary grades.

|

only used memorized prayer when | was growing up and really have no memory of just
talking to God.

As a result | went through a time as an adult when | was not a proponent

of memorized prayer.

| was reacting out of my own experience.

prayer gives some grounding to the children.

| now find memorized

The important thing is that they have an

understanding of prayer and the different kinds of prayer so that they, like adults, can
pray in ways that speak to them.

1 think it is important that they do not see memorized

prayer as magic, but another way to be in communion with God.
| believe the decision or action that came out of this reflection was more on a
personal level for each one of us.

For me, | have found this process of theological

reflection both insightful and energizing.
theological reflection in the future.

| am challenged to regularly take time for

This particular reflection also reinforced the

movement within myself to be more open to traditional prayer styles and beliefs, not out-

dated theology, being practiced by individuals within the church community.

Final Review Stage
Journal Reflection Following the Final Session of the Series
The final session of this series was a meaningful experience for myself and for

those participating in the series.

It was a full day, but not an overly long day.

The

update on Sacramental theology was the most worthwhile part of the ministry portion of
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the day.

| presented the element of celebration when looking at the Liturgy of the

Eucharist and looked at whether or not it is possible to truly celebrate the mystery of the
death and resurrection of Christ on a daily basis.

There was a vowed religious attending

this series who had not been attending daily mass lately for health reasons and she
found this quite helpful.
The renewal portion of the day was definitely the working of the Spirit.
with a reflection on fire, water and air that was rich in symbolism.

We began

| ended this reflection

by reading the story entitled The Little Tin Box by Ed Hayes. | had no clue how powerful
this reading was going to be.
following this experience.

Everyone was grateful for the private time they had

We then had lunch followed by a theological reflection

process using the story of the tin box.

The theological reflection work went extremely

well.
We concluded the day by celebrating Eucharist.
way than traditionally done in the church,
of this tradition.

We did this in a more informal

but remained faithful to the essential elements

We gathered as a community in the same room where we had become

a small community during this series.

| placed the table (altar) for the Liturgy of the

Eucharist on the left and the podium for the Liturgy of the Word on the right attempting
to show the distinction between the two parts of the Liturgy.

this celebration and the presider sat with the community.
dialogue between the presider and the community.

We sat in a semi-circle for

The homily was done as a

We were invited to join the presider

in the prayers of consecration and we shared the bread and wine with one another.
was a wonderful, life-giving celebration by the people of God.

We concluded the day

and the series with a short time for evaluation.

Theological Reflection after the Final Session of this Series
A.

Method of Theological Reflection
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It

Again we used the tri-polar method of theological reflection as | outlined in the
Implementation Stage.

The only difference this time that | identified the pastoral themes

that | felt needed for reflection.

They are 1) adult religious education, 2) experiential

opportunities for spiritual development and 3) the spirituality of the parish minister.
B.

Report on Theological Reflection Process

| found the following note in my paperwork from the session on theological
reflection, "A possible theological or pastoral consideration from this session is the
hunger these people have for religious education and spiritual growth."

| was

continually struck during this series by the passionate desire on the part of those
attending this series for spiritual nourishment.

| was reminded of the saying by

Augustine, " Our hearts are restless until they rest in Thee."

| think this is reflective of

the hunger many people in our parish have for religious education opportunities and
spiritual growth.

In the five short months that | have been on our pastoral staff

numerous individuals have come to me inquiring about adult religious education.
We began our theological reflection by looking at this desire for spiritual growth
and religious education in light of our Catholic christian tradition.

We saw a direct

connection between this desire and the changes resulting from the Second Vatican
Council.

Prior to these changes, the role of the laity was to be a prayerful people,

accepting of and faithful to the teachings of the church.

Religious education was

completed by the time one graduated from high school.

Questioning and/or challenging

the teachings of the church was not something we were encouraged to do.

In fact such

questioning or doubt would have probably resulted in fear that one's faith was not strong
enough and guilt for even questioning.

It was not important that we understood what we

believed at this time in history, just that we did believe.

Vatican Il opened the door for many changes in these areas.

In The Dogmatic

Constitution on the Church (Lumen Gentium), Chapter 5 we read, "It is therefore quite
clear that all Christians in any state or walk of life are called to the fullness of Chrsitian
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life and to the perfection of love....In order to reach this perfection the faithful should use
the strength dealt out to them by Christ's gifts, so that, following in his footsteps and
conformed to his image, doing the will of God in everything, they may wholeheartedly
devote themselves to the glory of God and to the service of their neighbor.
holiness of the People of God will grow in fruitful abundance..."

Thus the

This growth in

abundance calls for direction and opportunities for spiritual development.

It took time for

us to realize that we were called to continually grow in our faith -- even as adults.
had a lot to learn.

We

We had to learn what would nourish us in our spiritual journey.

We

had to learn how to ask questions, what questions to ask and even that it is acceptable
to ask questions.

Over time many in our parish communities learned to ask these

questions, to reflect on the answers and are taking responsibility for their spiritual
development.

They are committed to their relationship with God and want to continually

grow and develop in their spirituality.

| believe that the church has a responsibility to

help the community in their on-going spiritual journey.
Evelyn and James Whitehead identify social sciences as one of the sources of
cultural information for us in the tri-polar model of theological reflection.

Rahner points

out, "the compulsion to ask questions and to find significance in events in our lives is
what makes humans different than beasts."
explore the meaning of our lives.

Questioning leads us to search for and

James Dunning sees our human vocation as

questioning life and searching for meaning.

He believes that creative, healthy people

are driven by a passion from within to understand what the purpose in life is.
Religious education plays an important role in our search for the meaning of life.
We find religious education in the scriptures whenever we find Jesus teaching the
people of his day and in the New Testament letters as the followers of Jesus spread the
good news.

From the very beginning, it was believed that Christ had called us

therefore . . . and teach.” (Matt 28:19-20)
teacher.

"to go

One of the key roles of Jesus was that of a

The Sermon on the Mount is an excellent example of the style and teachings
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of Jesus.

It also reflects the desire of the people to hear him speak.

If we look at this

discourse we find the beatitudes as well as teachings on the law, anger, adultery,
divorce, retaliation, enemies, almsgiving, and prayer just to name a few.

The New

Testament letters have a virtually standard foundation and provide an exposition of
Christian teaching.

| Corinthians includes important teaching on the Eucharist (10:14-

22; 11:17-34) and on the resurrection of the body (15:1-58).
Religious education is not easily defined because it is inclusive of so many areas
of teaching and spiritual development.

Thomas Groome offers a generic definition of

religious education: "the whole education enterprise of enabling people to learn about, to
learn from, and to learn to be religious persons by studying religious traditions."
Religious education is to help people discern, respond to and be transformed by the
presence of God in their lives.
We need to help those in our parish communities see how many opportunities
there are for religious education and spiritual growth.

| have learned that many people

think of religious education as sessions where a priest, religious or staff member
presents information on our faith and tradition.

This type of education is important, but

there are limited opportunities in this area at any given time.
There are many, many other opportunities for religious education today if we look
at this from a broader perspective.

We can learn and be challenged to grow in our faith

through any of the following avenues: homilies during liturgy, being an RCIA sponsor,
scripture studies, small group settings through faith sharing and/or theological reflection,
spiritual direction, sacramental preparation sessions, lay ministry programs, parish
lending libraries, lay ministry programs, and graduate programs.

By approaching

religious education this way we realize have many different opportunities and different
levels of depth we are afforded for spiritual growth.

We also learn that teaching and

sharing of the faith is not limited to priests, vowed religious and pastoral staffs.

At some

level we are all called to support each other in our spiritual development and growth.
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As | noted earlier, | believe that the church has a responsibility to help the
community in their spiritual journey.
doing this.

We identified many ways in which we are already

This series that we just completed for my pastoral project was a process of

religious education and spiritual growth for myself and for those attending the series.
We need to continue to look at ways to educate those in the "pews", ways to meet their
needs.

We need to continue to listen to them and their stories so that we know what

they need.

We need to encourage them to broaden their view of what religious

education is and to take advantage of different opportunities they may not be aware of in
the parish.
The second area that | identified for reflection was experiential opportunities for
spiritual development.

| must begin by trying to define what | mean by this.

| believe this

hunger for religious education and spiritual development goes beyond cognitive adult
religious education.
lived spirituality.

| believe we need opportunities to integrate the cognitive into our

There were cognitive and experiential elements in this series on

spirituality and ministry.

| do not believe it would have been as meaningful if it had just

been the cognitive or if it had just been the experiential times.
compliment each other.

The two experiences

The response by those who attended this series toward the

experiential opportunities reflected this necessity for balance between the cognitive
approach to religious education and experiential opportunities that support the
integration of the "head" knowledge into one's lived experience.
The integrative spirituality segment of this series afforded numerous opportunities
for this experiential forms of religious education.

We covered the traditional Liturgy of

the Hours and then we used this prayer form for our closing prayer at this session.
During the segment on meditation we covered numerous forms of prayer such as the
use of mantra, imagery and journaling in prayer.

imagery and mantra in our reflection time.

prayer and meditation.

At our closing session we used

We also looked at art and music as aids in

For one of our faith sharing times, we used art pieces as objects
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for meditation.
reflect.

Each person was given a picture and given four or five questions to

Then they were asked to share what this experience was like and any insights

they had during this time.

Many of them commented on how it took a few minutes to get

into it this experience, but once they did they were surprised at what this experience said
to them about their image of God and their spiritual life.

The sharing was so meaningful

that some tables took only about a three minute break, instead of the fifteen minute

break they were given following this exercise.

Because they were willing to try

something different, many of them found a new way to enter into meditation.

All of this

experiential opportunities put flesh on the cognitive experience we had shared.
The reflection of the elements of fire, water and air consisted of readings, music
and the use of symbolism.

Everyone participated in this reflection by coming forth to

light tapers, to experience the water of baptism, by embracing the breath of God through
a breathing meditation,

and through their prayerful presence.

the story of the tin box,

each participant was given a small box of his/her own with time

for personal reflection.

This experience gave life to many of the cognitive elements of

this series.

Following the reading of

The educational sessions that are more cognitive engage our heads and the

educational times that are experiential engage our hearts and the integration of the two
touch our soul.

This reflection on experiential opportunities that facilitate our spiritual
development must include the gift of storytelling.
faith.

Our stories are one of the most personal and powerful things we have to offer one

another.
stories.

Our stories are the groundwork for our

We all have stories of our joys and our pains and God is a part of all of these
Often it is only through telling our stories that we become aware of God's

presence.

Our stories speak to the experiences that others have in their lives.

We

experience our commonality in our diversity through the telling of our stories and the
listening to others stories.

Scripture is full of stories.

Stories from the Hebrew Tradition and stories that

Jesus told as recorded in the Christian scriptures.
unique method of teaching.
that told stories.

When Jesus told stories it was not a

He was using a common

practice of his culture, a culture

Stories were an appropriate response to questions within this culture.

Within the christian tradition we have the Christmas stories, the stories of Holy week and

the stories that cycle through the liturgical year.
message.

These stories are meant to give a

Frederick Buechener sees that Christmas story as a fabulous account of

what this Child meant and means to all humankind.
a much deeper feel than is seen on the surface.

The bible is full of stories that have

They bring to life human experience

and show us possibilities for our lives.
Carolyn Gratton writes in the Handbook of Spirituality for Ministers about the
need to respect one another's stories as we work with people in ministry.

She writes,

"these days guides are expected to be more familiar with the very human and natural
resistance to life growth invitations that are usually hidden in the narration of each
person's story.

We also have a growing appreciation of the necessity of respectfully

starting from what a person says about the personally significant events of his or her
lived experience rather than trying to apply abstract principles and rules to individual
cases."

The mystery of God becomes present to us in and through the lives of others.

Our stories are truly sacred gifts to one another and to God.
As we evaluate our parish programs and opportunities for religious education we
must ensure that we have a balance of opportunities for religious education and
opportunities to experiential integration.

This may be through renewal days, parish

retreats, organized faith sharing opportunities or life-giving liturgies.

At our team

meetings we need to incorporate times for faith sharing so that we are not so busy doing
that we have not time to be and grow as community.

In one-on-one ministry and small

group opportunities we need to promote the value of storytelling and allow for these
sacred times.
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The third and final area of reflection is that of the spirituality of the parish minister.
It seems as if we have come full circle in this series and in these reflections.

In the last

session of this series we looked at some ways to care for ourselves while working with
others.

We looked at affirmations, some thoughts on handling stress, and had time for

personal quiet and renewal.

The closing liturgy was a time to be fed and nourished by

the word and the body and blood of Christ.
We looked at some of the issues that we face when we are actively involved in
ministry.

We looked at negativity, criticism, complaining and apathy.

It seems to be a

way of the world and a way of the church that people have a tendency to complain
before we compliment.

There is a difference between people who are generally

negative and those who are having a tough time.
negative and are not happy about anything.

| prefer to avoid those who are just

If it is negativity from someone who isn't

normally that way than | need to listen to their story.

When

it comes to criticism it

depends on whether the criticism is directed to me or toward someone else.

Ifit is

toward me | listen to find out if it is a sincere criticism or if it is a trend and respond
accordingly.

Criticism can be constructive depending upon how it is delivered.

| must

admit it is always nice to hear something positive to soften the feelings around the
criticism.

| struggle with the purpose of complaining.

complaints do not want to be involved in the solution.

Most people that come to me with
Are they complaining to complain

or is this a time of true pain that needs my listening ear.

One hard and fast rule for me is

that | will not listen to complaints about other people unless the person needs to talk to
find ways to handle the situation.

them to talk to the person directly.

If there is not a redemptive element to it, | usually ask

In situations like that more than likely they won't, but

| don't feel like I'm feeding the situation.

In some ways apathy is the most frustrating.

I've talked to sacramental parents where | felt like | needed to take their pulse to see if
their were signs of life.

The hardest part from me is to stay up and energized when | feel

as if | am the only one that cares at that time.
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We also talked about the issues that come with the hierarchy of the church.
involves the role of woman

in the church and how we deal with these feelings.

This

We also

discussed things such as priests who seem to be power conscious and lazy vs. those
who are very respectful and allow the laity the full expression of their role in the church.
We then explored way to be attentive to our own spirituality.
meditation, scripture reflection and journaling were mentioned.

Time for prayer,

The key here is that in

the busyness of our ministries and our lives, we need to allow time for ourselves.
Sometimes we may actually need to put it on our calendar and schedule this time.
We also need time for fun, relaxation, friends, and the everyday chores of life like

housework, gardening, shopping, etc.

We need balance in our lives.

We also need energizing projects.
that we don't like as well as others.

Usually there are certain parts of any ministry

Some do not like making phone calls, some do not

like paper work, some do not like research and some do not like working with parents.
There is always something.

The key is to have parts of our ministry that we really enjoy

and can get excited about doing.

The energizing parts can motivate us to get the things

done that we really do not enjoy.
We also found it helpful to share with others that were in ministry.
those who understand and to not judge is invaluable.
issues we are dealing with that may be helpful.

Support from

Others can offer insight about

We can pray with and for one another

and know that we are not alone in this mission we have chosen for our lives.
The other important thing is to find ways to stay focused.
why we have decided to do what we are doing with our lives.
people one at a time in my ministry.

We need to remember

| hope that | can touch

When parents are complaining about required

sacramental sessions and the problems in the grade school, it is good to know that | am
meeting with someone for spiritual direction that afternoon.

As long as | can bring

myself back to my motivation for being in ministry and have sufficient things to energize
me in my particular area of ministry, | think | will stay balanced and spiritually healthy.
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SECTION IV:

EVALUATION OF PROJECT

In many ways there have been elements of evaluation throughout the journaling
and theological reflection of this project.

| will summarize these points in addition to any

other items that need noted at this point.
The first goal was exposure to theological reflection with opportunity for personal
experience and process work in theological reflection methodology.

This goal was

intended to offer concrete methods to discover God's presence in their life experience
both personally and as spiritual directors.

This goal was the focus of our first session in

this series.
The method of theological reflection that was presented was understandable and
useful for those in attendance.

The stories to clarify the process were very important.

The theological reflection that we did at the last session was very important as it gave
them practical experience is using a specific model of theological reflection.
The original session on theological reflection should have been four hours instead
of three.

This would have given some time to do a brief theological reflection

immediately following the detailed presentation on this process.

The subsequent

session should have also been extended so that we could have spent time on
theological reflection.

There was too much time between the presentation and the

experience of doing the theological reflection.

The second goal was to provide time for the minister to reflect and integrate their
beliefs and spirituality into their core being.

This segment was to allows the those in

attendance time to center in on their own spirituality and receive nourishment to be
effective ministers. This was the focus of the second session in the series and was

incorporated into the renewal time of the last session.
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This session was really exciting because of the response of those in attendance.
They were excited about looking at their own spirituality.

All of them are involved in

ministry and have personal demands and they looked at this session as something that
was for them.

Such a variety of information was shared that there seemed to be

something offered for everyone.

| especially found the items covered in the meditation

portion were helpful for those at this session.

There was enough time at this session for

sharing at their tables and that was important.

This was a group that wanted to share in

each other's story.
| felt that | may have tried to cover too much material at this session.

| did not

receive feedback this way, but there were things in the session on meditation that | just
mentioned and did not provide much detail.

| thought it was helpful for them to be

exposed to many possibilities, but I'm not sure there was value in that in the end. It may
have just taken time away from process work we could have done in areas that | had
elaborated on.

Those assisting in my reflection felt differently.

They thought the

exposure, though brief was valuable.
The third goal was education and process in the area of ministry including the
continual inclusion and integration of one's spirituality.

This segment was to offer

continuing education on spirituality in ministry that would afford them the opportunity to
explore the link between spirituality and ministry and continue to grow in techniques and
process needed for effective spiritual direction and ministry.

This goal was incorporated

into the final session of the series.
Even though this was slightly condensed to include it in the last session, it went
fine because the time designated for this seemed to be right.

The portion on faith

development seemed rather dry, but the information was worthwhile.

There was a

definite interest in this and it was useful in their personal lives and in their ministry.
is the area that was extremely helpful to one person in regard to her struggled over
attending daily mass.
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The fourth goal was to provide time for group process in theological reflection and
time for personal renewal and integration of spiritual components presented during this
series.

This was the focus of the last session, but was definitely touched on in the first

two sessions.

The renewal portion of this series went very well.

quiet reflection using music, readings and symbolism.
reflection in a private way.

The meditation was a

Everyone participated in this

The personal time for reflection was perfect -- it came at the

right time and lasted just long enough.

The theological reflection process went better

than | had expected based on their experience doing theological reflection.
draw back was that they could have used more time for this process.
something that is a weekly part of our life.

The only

Liturgy gave life to

We were able to embrace the reality of this

celebration in an intimate way and take this experience into our regular celebration of
the Liturgy.

Having this celebration on the same day that we covered sacramental

theology was also very helpful.

This final session was a gift from God to all of us.

| believe the goals of this project were met and everyone, including myself,

learned a lot from this series.

As | reflect on it | get excited about doing a renewal day or

some gatherings for theological reflection with our spiritual companions.
giving element of my area of ministry.
series again this year.

This is a life

| was asked by the DRE at St. Mary's to offer this

The scheduling this fall for such a series did not work out.

As |

write this paper | find myself getting excited about the possibilities of doing it again.
Attachment C is a summary of the comments on the evaluation form given to the
participants of this program.

Attachment A

Brief Outline of Theological Reflection Method
Describing the Experience
-

Experience
Text/Scripture
self-awareness - Lens we use to look through things.
Community - Community of History, worshipping community,
reflecting community
tradition
culture

Entering into the Experience
-

What draws you into the experience?
Look at linguistic images, physical objects, spontaneous gestures
Look at players, plot, places -- issues and values at stake.

Questions:
-

Is the description adequate?

What is missing?

Who is the dominant player, plot, place?

Are there any preliminary theological lessons/considerations?

Learning from the Experience
-

lllustration:

every experience reflects some theological meaning because
God is present in every event and theology points us to this
presence. Reaffirms the theology that we already know.

Enacting the Experience

Attachment

B

THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION IN MINISTRY
as presented in Methods in Ministry by James and Evelyn Whitehead

Tradition

Cultural Information

pluriform in Scripture

data from the culture

and history

MINISTERIAL CONCERN

(e.g. social sciences)
that influence the issue

Personal Experience
what the individual believer and
the community bring to the reflection

THREE STAGE METHOD
OF THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION IN MINISTRY

Attending
Seek out the information on a particular pastoral concern that is available in personal
experience, Christian tradition, and cultural sources.

Assertion

Engage the information from these three sources in a process of mutual clarification and
challenge in order to expand and deepen religious insight.

Decision

Move from in sight through decision to concrete pastoral action.
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Attachment C

Parts of the series most beneficial to your personal life and your ministry.
theological reflection and integrative spirituality
spirituality in ministry
renewal day, sharing in small groups, theological reflection and journaling
integrative spirituality -- personally and ministerially -- time for reflection on
personal life.
final Eucharistic celebration.
theological reflection -- contemplation and mindfulness
renewal day
since theological reflection has been a part of the Diocesan ministry
program and | have participated by being a supervisor -- this area was
beneficial to my better understanding of the process.
Suggestions that would make the series more beneficial and topics of interest
for further adult religious education.
dream work (3 evaluations)
classes closer together (2)
longer sessions or more sessions
enneagram
more time for reflection and discussion
more time
journaling
more personal examples -- and input from audience
Miscellaneous Comments

information presented clearly, used good examples of materials
information organized, easy to follow and not too heady
clear, understandable, interesting
well organized
the agenda was followed and covered thoroughly in each class.
Environment comfortable, food good, notes great -- could listen and just jot
down a few things.
very well done -- professional, very organized and understandable.
supplemental information was great.
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as “God-Word”

d
> Word from Go
> Revelation

> Word about God
> Faith
> Word To God
> Response
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{ Models of
Theological Reflection

What is a model of theological reflection?
An outline or process for articulating the
elements of theological reflection
and a way to see how the pieces fit together
There are many models with slight variations
Today we are going to be using Bob Kinast’s model with
supplemental information from Antholny Krisak and
Evelyn & James Whitehead.
Bob Kinast’s Model
=

Selecting and identifying the experience

>

Describing or articulating the experience

~

Qetting into the experience

>»

Learning from the experience

=

Enacting the learning

Your Notes:

=

/ Models of
Theological Reflection

»

Krisak’s Model

>

Identify the experience and elements leading up to the
experience
Articulate the experience and its meaning
Dialogue to correlate and challenge the experience
in light of text and community
New or renewed meaning of the experience
Recognition and acceptance of this experience the impact
of a persons life

»

Your

Notes:

=~

Evelyn and Jemes Whitehead’s Model
>» Bipolar model
~ Using tradition, personal experience and cultural
information
»

Three stage method:
~ Attending

~ Seek information on a pastoral concern available
in the elements of the bipolar model

~ Assertion
~ Use these three sources in a process of mutual
clarification to expand and deepen religious
insight.
=

Decision

~ Move from insight through decision to concrete
pastoral action.
»

Your Notes:

> Tools of Theological Reflection that we
are going to look at:
> Experience
> Self Awareness
ext

ommunity
radition
Culture

Examples of experience
What do these examples have in common?
»

the experience is specific

~

the experience is current and personal

=

It is a starting point and reference point for reflection

Has depth of meaning for the person reflecting
Involves some kind of encounter
Involves relationship and/or action
Has a time dimension
Experience is what happens:
>

Subjective -- what a person feels during the experience

=

Objective -- what an outsider might observe

~

Both go together and influence one another

Your Notes:

f Tools for Theological Reflection
Text (Scripture)

Text embodies the origins of a tradition and recounts the
experiences of that religious tradition
Vehicle to tell us about God

Gives us a view of the experience of God through the eyes
of a believing people
Focus not on hearing or reading the text, but on the
relationship between the hearer and the text
Provides us with new ways of looking at issues that can
inform, influence and inspire
Not used as proof of certain doctrine, but insight into what
it means to experience the meaning of doctrine
Represents revelation not magically descended from
heaven, but gradually discerned and recorded within human
experience
Tie between Scripture and experience, culture, tradition and

community is seen in this definition of the development of
Scripture:
-

Scripture, which began as experience,
was produced through a process of tradition(s)
begin formulated about that experience
and being reformulated by interpreters
in dialogue with the experience of their communities
and with the larger culture (Whitehead’s)

15

_ Tools for Theological Reflection
Self Awareness & Community

Self Awareness

Self awareness is the lens through which

we see things in a new or different way
Requires that we are in touch with our inner being in order to see
how we are connected to people, events and situations around us
Imperative to be aware of what we do feel and think, not just
what we should feel and think
Community
Theological reflection is meant to be done with others

We are not only linked to those living today, but hose who have
shared our tradition in the past
We can look at ourselves as being participants in three
communities:
»

Community of History

=

Worshipping Community

»

Reflecting Community

ni
- may be as small as one or two or as large as six or
eight

~ The purpose is to offer questions and ways of looking
at each experience from different perspectives
16

~ Tools for Theological Reflection
Tradition

A millennium of interpretations and decisions
that have shaped Christianity and
Christian ministry
Christian tradition began with experience -recorded in scripture -- and reflected on
over the years
Certain experience -- discovery, failure, survival, celebration -

deeply impress a people
=

These experiences are recalled, further celebrated and
interpreted
This is the beginning of a specific tradition -- a way of selfunderstanding

Such a tradition is religious when these experiences are
recognized as being shaped by forces beyond ourselves in turn
revealing God’s grace and love
Christian tradition is both sacred and human: includes graceful
insights and graceless biases that constitute our religious history
Your Notes:

/

Tools for Theological Reflection
Culture

Concepts, habits, skills, arts and institutions of a given people in
a given period of time -- Webster
A set of symbols, stories (myths), and norms for conduct
that orient a society or group cognitively, affectively and
behaviorally to the world in which it lives -- Theologian Don
Browning

Brings with it biases, insights and convictions
Culture and religious tradition overlap in two significant ways:
> The American culture is deeply influenced and shaped by
the Christian religious tradition -- Christian values and
images survive even in the most secular aspects of
American culture.
God’s presence and action in the world is not restricted to
the Christian Tradition -- as God shapes and abides in all of
creation, this same God can be discovered in cultural as

well as in explicitly religious life.
»

Your Notes:

> The process we are going to use today is
the one developed by Bob Kinast.
> The steps involved are:
~ Selecting the Experience
> Describing the Experience

> Entering the Experience
> Reflecting on the Experience
> Enacting the Experience

Selecting the Experience

What kind of events should be selected -- important ones!

There is no specific criteria for selection
Experiences:

>

often are subtle

=

suggest something “more” than the obvious

>

convey sense of something essential to life

Important experiences do not automatically reveal “something
more”
~

they send signals -- hint and suggest
beckon us to share with others

~

call us to reflect and retell

»

call us to enter in and work through the experience

>

result in new growth

May be positive success stories, stories of joy
May be challenging problems, difficult crisis
Often invoke emotions of fear, grief, anger, sadness
Important that they lead to new, more expansive spirituality and
exercise of ministry

Describing the Experience

Experience should be described factually
Description should answer
-

who was involved

>

what happened

Bw

where the event took place
when the event took place

p

Jee

how the event took place

No evaluative judgments, religious interpretations, nor
speculation about alternatives at this point
Formats for presenting an experience
Verbatim

p

Bo

Case Study

-

Critical Incident

Pe

J

=

Role Play
Interview
Journal

We are going to concentrate on the Verbatim, Case Study and
Journal.

nto the Experience

Remember these things we have already discussed:
>

Word from God, Word about God, Word to God

»

Tools:
~ Experience, Self-Awareness, Text,
Community, Tradition, Culture

Overview of Entering into the Experience
General comments
on entering an Experience
Signals to look for
when entering an experience
=

Linguistic images

=

Physical objects

=

Spontaneous gestures

Points of Entry into an Experience:
=

Players

>

Plot

>

Places

earning from the Experience

Ways

to learn from the experience:

>

Illustration

nL

»

Application

4

>

Interpretation

th

We will be using a Case Study from Kinast’s Handbook pages
13-14 .
Mlustration

>

The most common way experience teaches theology is
through illustration

=

Every experience reflects some theological meaning
because God is present in every event
Impact on Theology -- Illustration
~ Reaffirms the theology that we already know
>

Does not criticize theology, but encourages questions

=

Calls us to sift through several connections before deciding
on one that allows the experience to illustrate the most
valuable theology
Process of reflecting and learning
Helpful questions on page 15 of Kinast’s Handbook

»

=

=

Application
>

Concrete situation in which general theological principles
are applied

»

Must adapt and rethink current theology

Impact on Theology -- Application
=

Use theology to analyze and influence a particular situation

>

Application is more difficult than illustration because we
need more experience doing theological reflection work

=

Useful questions in Kinast’s Handbook on page 17

Your Notes:

earning from the Experience

Interpretation
»

Experience interprets the meaning of theology by raising
critical questions and suggesting alternative explanations

»

Alternative explanations are formulations of theology
regarding the experience at hand rather than tradition

»

Critical questions and alternative explanations do not
guarantee truth or relevance of theology -- but open more
possibilities than illustration or application

Impact on Theology -- Interpretation
=~

When we interpret theology we change it

»

This change does not have to be radical, but it does alter
your understanding
This then changes your view of the players, plot and/or
place

~

The model for this change is dialogue

> Kinast offers helpful questions on page 18 of his handbook
Your Notes:

/ Learning from the Experience
Group Process

The following questions are offered by Anthony Krisak to be
used by a group doing theological reflection:
What was the central focus in the telling of the experience?
What feelings were evoked during the telling of the story?
What memories or images were brought to mind in the process
of listening?

Did there seem to be anything missing in the story?
In what ways does the telling of this particular story seem akin
to the telling of stories from scripture?
Are there relevant items or events in the tradition of the faith
community?

On the basis of this story, what would you say might be
significant components of the speaker’s overall life journey?
What are some of the cultural influences which were evident in

the speaker?
What are some of the religious or spiritual assumptions which
appear to ground the speaker?
What we re the “theological themes” which were suggested in
the story, implicitly or explicitly?

Purpose of theological reflection in ministry is “to allow faith
perspectives to influence personal and social life.” (J. Shea)

The end product pursued is not religious insight, but insightful
religious action
The learning from the experience must be enacted
Serious enactment requires time, commitment, thought and

initiative
Enactment may occur in three areas:
>

personal, ministerial or theological

Personal
=

refers to your identity, self-image, feelings about your self,
your motivation

=

impacts your relationships and the way you live your life

= pertains to who you are -- not what you do
Your Notes:

Ministerial
>

refers to what we do -- how we minister

> the skills we develop and use with individuals and groups
Theological
-

refers tO why you know and how you think

~

perspectives and preferences you have theologically

Using an example of a Journal Entry,

we will look at an Enactment of an Experience
on page 23-24 of Kinast’s Handbook.
Your Notes:

4 Cautions when doing

theological reflection should never be forced or artificial
always respect the integrity of the experience
questions can and should be raised
further investigation may be called for
open to alternative courses of action
no limits as to what can be brought to or discovered in
theological reflection
must e€ open to all possibilities
aim is quality -- not quantity
assumption is that we come with an open mind -- willing to learn

and be challenged.

/ Summary of the
Theological Reflection Process

Review diagram of theological reflection.
Kinast provides an excellent outline of the process on
page 26 of his handbook.
Summary of what I would like you to take with you

today:
More than you came with
A process to look at the events in your life and find God
in ways that you may not have
An understanding of the tools, points of entry and signals
that can be used in theological reflection
A desire to look for God in some of the events in your

life and a commitment to journal -- at least one
experience a month during this series.
On-going development of your own theology of God

by hearing the Word-from-God,
learning the Word-About-God
and responding with you own Word-To-God.

Introduction to the Day

Spirituality and the Holy Spirit
Prayer:
Overview
Group Introductions
Short Break

Prayer:
Traditional
Meditation
Short Break

Mindfulness
Contemplation
Bibliography
Evaluation and Sign-up for May Session

Closing Prayer

Family and Friends
Respect for

yourself
Relaxation

‘Mi

AL Slfiods
Spiritual
Direction

Desire

Meditation

Contemplation:
~ Integrated
~ Spirituality

SERRE

TaN

*

Composed prayers

*

Simple Prayer/Conversational

*

Prayers of Petition and Intercession

*

Liturgy of the Hours/Scripture

x

Prayer of Adoration:Praise and Thanksgiving

*

Prayer of Examen

*

Prayer of Rest

*&

Eucharist : The Most Complete Prayer

Counsel Regarding Prayer
Some days we recognize God as
radically part of our days, sometimes
we wonder if there is a God at all.
Never be discouraged by lack of prayer
<= jn prayerlessness we hunger for
God
& this hunger in itself is prayer
Let go of trying to hard to pray
Pray even when dwelling on evil -when we may feel unworthy to pray.

Meditation

cripture & Meditative Reading
Mantra

Art/lcons
magery
Music
Walking
ournaling
Serious Study
Yoga/Tai Chi

MEDITATION

Every blade of 5grass) has its an gel
that fies over it andTuyen,

4 Eternity is
i not the 2D
7 _ hereafter... this is it.
1 you cdon’ t get it here, Te
Ea

you won't. get: it
:
anywhere. ras

_ Joseph

Campholl

Small Group Process
m

Each of you will receive a picture.

m

We will then put on some quiet music.

m

Let the picture speak to you -— What do you see?
— What do you see when you look deeper?
— Look for emotion -- in you or the picture.
How does the picture make you feel?

m

Does it say anything to you about God?
Does it say anything to you about your
spirituality?
When the music is finished, please share your
time of mediation with those at your table.

ONe BRAND NEW DAY
«+.SiGN RIGHT HERE,
PLease!

We are all called to a contemplative style
Journey to integration
Active and Contemplative Stance
Elements of a Contemplative Life
External signs of a Contemplative Life
Notes:
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CLOSING

PRAYER

We will begin by quieting yourself while listening to the mantra "Oh Great Spirit".
Opening

Prayer

The Harvest of God:

Antiphon 1
Leader:
Left:

Feasting on your Theophanies

Before the dawn, O God, hear my cali for help.
With all my heart, | cry to you;
answer me, O God.
| cry to you; save me,

that | may observe your will.
| rise before dawn and cry for help;
| hope in your words.
My eyes watch throughout the night
meditating on your promises.

Hear my voice in your steadfast love;
in your justice preserve my life.
Those who persecute me draw near;
they are far from your law.

But you, O God, are near at hand,
all your commands are true.
Long have | known that your will
endures forever.
All:

Glory to you, Source of all Being,
Eternal Word and Holy Spirit.

All:
(Antiphon)

Before the dawn, O God,
hear my call for help.

Antiphon 2

Leader:

O praise God, all you nations.

Left:

Praise our God, all you nations!
Acclaim the Most High, all you peoples!

Right:

All:

For great is your love for us;
and your faithfulness endures forever.
Glory to you, Source of all Being,

Eternal Word and Holy Spirit.
All:
(Antiphon)

O praise God,
all you nations.

Reading
Matthew 5:43-48

Responsory
Leader:
All:

Spare us, O God, and have pity on your people.
Spare us, O God.

Leader:

We have sinned against you,

All:

and have pity on your people.

Leader:

Glory to you, Source of all Being, Eternal Word and Holy Spirit.
Spare us, O God, and have pity on your people.

All:

Canticle of Zechariah
All:

Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you

so that you may be children of the One
who makes the sun rise on the evil and on the good.
Blessed are you, God of Israel
for you have visited and redeemed your people,
and have raised up a horn of salvation for us
in the house of your servant.
As you spoke through the mouths
of your holy prophets from of old.
that we should be saved from our enemies,
and from the hand of all who oppress us;
to perform the mercy promised to our ancestors,
and to reme
er your holy covenant,
the oath you swore 10 Abraham and Sarah,
to grant us deliverance from evil,
that we might serve you without fear,
in holiness and righteousness
all the days of our lives.
And you, child,
will be called the prophet of the Most high,
for you will go before the Holy One
to prepare God's ways.

to give knowledge of salvation to God's people
in the forgiveness of their sins,

through the tender mercy of our God
when the day shall dawn upon us from on high
to give light to those who sit in darkness
and in the shadow of death,
to guide our feet
into the way of peace.

Glory to you God, Source of all Being, Eternal Word and Holy Spirit.

Intercessions

Leader:
All:
Leader:

Our vocation as disciples calls us to a change of heart, a conversion
expressed in praise of God and in deeds of justice and service. We turn to
God and pray:
Help us and heal us, O God.
Enable us to grow in a spirit of self-giving,

All:
Leader:
All:
Leader:

showing care and concern for all people.
Break through the evil in our hearts and our social structures;
we are burdened with a sense of guilt.
Teach us to pray and to know the beauty of silence;

All:
Leader:

fill us with your faithful love.
Enlighten the leaders of nations,

All:

to make the choices that lead to peace.

Closing Prayer

Merciful God, in this season of Lent we wish to discipline ourselves so that we can learn

to say a fuller yes to all your call us to become. We ask for this grace in the name of
Jesus, your Incarnate Word, who lives with you in the Holy Spirit, now and forever.
Amen.
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&
Renewal
Time
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Overview of the Day

9:00
9:10

Opening Comments
Ministerial Component
Faith and Human Development
Care of the Minister
Sacramental Theology
Break

Boe Ap A

a EE

Renewal Experience
Personal Quiet Time

Lunch
Theological Reflection
Break
Liturgy
Evaluation & Closing Comments

Human

Development
&
Faith
Development

Childhood Stages
of Faith Development
<>

First Stage -- Primal Faith
<
<>»

Infancy to One Year
Child depends on parents expression of love and care
to have confidence in people and in the world

<

Primary caregivers give us our first expression of a
superior power which is a necessary foundation for

belief in a loving God
<>

Second Stage -- Intuitive-Projective Faith
<>

Ages Two to Six

<>

Age two -- emergence of language

<»

Age three to five -- active, imagining mind of child is the
freshest

<>

<

Differentiate God as a significant other

Third Stage -- Mythical-Literal Faith
Ages Seven to Adolescence
Less dependent on feeling and fantasy

World is more orderly and predictable
Faith is reliant on stories,

rules and values that come

with their family’s community of meanings

Childhood Stages
of Faith Development
&

Fourth Stage -- Conventional Faith
<>

Adolescence

<

Two factors directly impacting understanding and
commitment to the call of Jesus:
Cognitive Maturation
Identity Acquisition

<&

<&

Cognitive Maturation -- Formal Thinking
<>

Thinking is more introspective and logical

<>

Able to discuss more abstract concepts

<> Thinking is often future directed
<> Includes a critical dimension
<> Affection for their own thoughts
Identity Growth -- Sense of Self Continuity
<>

Blending of past life history with one’s current
undertakings.

<>

Characteristics of a Healthy Identity:
<» Growing Time Perspective
<> Increasing Tolerance for Solitude
<> Inner Complexity
<> Growing Boundaries
<> Developing Healthy Relationships

<» Growing Self-Acceptance
<> Developing a Philosophy of Life

Adult Stages
of Faith Development

Young Adult Years
<> Challenge during these years is that of intimacy and
mutuality.

<<

Time of “getting established in life”.

Middle Adult Years
{> Challenges during these years are concern for
adolescent and adult children, reassessment of
commitments and accomplishments, responsibility
for aging parents, and recognition of the inevitability
of one’s aging and death.
<>

Key developmental issue is generativity:
Elements of this are personal power, care and interiority.

Older Adult Years
<> Challenges during these years are health, issues of
retirement,

and new roles.

<

Question during this time is “What does this all mean?”

<>

Fruits of this development stage are integrity and
wisdom.

Notes:

Care
of the
Spiritual
Minister

Care of the
Spiritual Minister
an honest prayer life
balance in one’s schedule
self-nurturance
healthy intimacy with others

ability to deal with negative emotions
ability to put failure in perspective.
Notes

Recognizing Burn-out

Key symptoms of burn-out
—

Attitude towards job

—

Mental

—

Emotions

—

Behavior

attitude

Strategies for dealing with burn-out
—
—

Gain awareness
Achieve degree of cognitive clarity

—

Taking responsibility for change

—

Develop tools for coping

Spiritual Direction and Social Context
Notes:

Sacramental

Theology

Sacramental Theology
The Rhythm That Makes Life Happen

#%
%

Lived Experience
Storytelling

#% Festivity
Historical Overview
%

Medieval Theology

%

The Early Church

#

Challenge of Vatican II

Symbols
#% Do what abstract cannot do
#%
Note

If only a reminder, not a symbol

Sacramental

Categories

The Breaking

%

Eucharist

Initiation
%

Baptism

#

Confirmation

Healing
#%

Reconciliation

#

Anointing of the Sick

Ministry

%
%

Marriage
Holy Orders

%

General Ministry

Closing Comments

#%

“The Book of Sacramental Basics” by Tad Guzie.
Paulist Press 1981.

Notes

101 WAYS TO COPE WITH STRESS

AVOID
*
D TIGHT CLOTHES
GET UP EARLIER * PREPARE AHEAD * AVOI
* PRACTICE
* WRITE IT DOWN
CHEMICAL AIDS * SET APPOINTMENTS
ICATE KEYS * SAY NO MORE
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE * MAKE DUPL
PEOPLE * USE TIME WISELY
OFTEN * SET PRIORITIES * AVOID NEGATIVE
RS * ANTICIPATE NEEDS *
* SIMPLIFY MEALS * COPY IMPORTANT PAPE
IKE * BREAK DOWN LARGE
MAKE REPAIRS * GET HELP WITH JOBS YOU DISL
* LOOK AT CHALLENGES
ES
TASKS * LOOK AT PROBLEMS AS CHALLENG
SMILE * PREPARE FOR RAIN *
DIFFERENTLY * UNCLUTTER YOUR LIFE *
*
* DON'T KNOW ALL THE ANSWERS
TICKLE A BABY * PET A DOG/CAT
TO
KID
A
H
THING NICE * TEAC
LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING * SAY SOME
PLAY TIME * TAKE A BUBBLE
FLYA KITE * WALK IN THE RAIN * SCHEDULE
BELIEVE IN YOURSELF * STOP
BATH * BE AWARE OF YOUR DECISIONS *
* DEVELOP A SENSE OF HUMOR
TALKING NEGATIVELY * VISUALIZE WINNING
ER * HAVE GOALS * DANCE A
*+ STOP THINKING TOMORROW WILL BE BETT
A FRIEND FOR A HUG * LOOK AT
JIG * SAY HELLO TO A STRANGER * ASK
*
* READ A POEM
* WHISTLE A TUNE
* BREATH SLOWLY
THE STARS
* DO
* READ A STORY
* WATCH A BALLET
LISTEN TO A SYMPHONY
THE
L
SMEL
*
* BUY A FLOWER
SOMETHING NEW * STOP A BAD HABIT
T-PARTNER" - DO IT TODAY * BE
FLOWER * FIND SUPPORT * FINE A "VEN
* NOTE
THINGS IN MODERATION
OPTIMISTIC * PUT SAFETY FIRST * DO
*
ON
STRIVE FOR EXCELLENCE, NOT PERFECTI
*
YOUR APPEARANCE
YOUR
TAIN
HUM A JINGLE * MAIN
STRETCH YOUR LIMITS * ENJOY ART *
*
* PRACTICE GRACE
* FEED THE BIRDS
* PLANT A TREE
WEIGHT
YOUR
* LEARN A JOKE * KNOW
STRETCH * HAVE A PLAN "B" * DOODLE
YOUR LIMITS * SAY HAVE A GOOD
FEELINGS * MEET YOUR NEEDS * KNOW
N
A NEW
W R AIRPLANE * EXERCISE * LEAR
A PAPE
DAY IN PIG LATIN * THRO
A CLOSET * PLAY WITH A CHILD
SONG * GET TO WORK EARLIER * CLEAN
ROUTE TO WORK * LEAVE WORK
* GO ON A PICNIC * DRIVE A DIFFERENT
CAR * WATCH A MOVIE AND EAT
EARLY * PUT AIR FRESHENER IN YOUR
* SCREAM AT A BALL GAME * EAT
POPCORN * WRITE A FAR AWAY FRIEND
IMPORTANCE OF UNCONDITIONAL
A MEAL BY CANDLELIGHT * RECOGNIZE THE
TUDE * KEEP A JOURNAL * SHARE
LOVE * REMEMBER STRESS IS AN ATTI
* BUILD A SUPPORT
* REMEMBER YOUR OPTIONS
A MONSTER SMILE
RS * GET ENOUGH SLEEP * TALK
NETWORK * QUIT TRYING TO FIX OTHE
*
LESS AND LISTEN MORE * PRAISE OTHERS
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Thoughts on Journaling
Journaling is the process of writing -- recording your journey in life. It is
sacred.

It is a way of taking what is inside of you and putting it on paper -- so

you can see it -- so you can feel it -- so you can celebrate it -- so you can grieve it -so you can be with it.
Your journaling is for you and can be whatever you want it to be. There is
no right or wrong to journaling. Allow your journal to be a reflection of who you
are. Use colors -- draw pictures -- write down things that touch you -- use stickers!
Whatever you do -- make it you.
When you read through your journal you can see your growth -- the ups
and downs -- themes that continue to come up that may be calling you to some
response. Let it be your friend and your teacher.

Important Things to Remember about Journaling
Your journal is intended for your eyes only. If you choose to share

something from your journal -- that is fine -- but you have to feel safe to
write whatever you want -- so find a safe place to keep your journal.
Don't edit your thoughts -- don't worry about spelling, grammar,

etc.

Date and time your entries.

Ideas for Journaling
Record times you felt connected to God and others and to the world
Write about low points and high points in your day -- feelings associated
Record dreams -- sleeping dreams and day dreams
|
Take a scripture verse or sacred reading and journal your thoughts about it

Set a timer for 15 minutes and just start writing and don't stop until your
time is up - if you get stuck write the same sentence or word over and over
until more thoughts begin to flow.
Write to God
Blessings journal -- record what makes you feel blessed
Write when you are angry, hurt, sad, confused, lonely

Listen to music or meditate on an art piece and record your feelings

Some Specific Things to Write About
from Heart on Fire: Praying with Jesuits
by Anthony de Mello S]
Experiences that you have cherished
Convictions I live by
Risks that I have taken
Beliefs I have outgrown

Sufferings that have seasoned me
Lessons that Life has taught me
Influences that have shaped my life (people, jobs, events, books)
Scripture passages that speak to me
Things I regret about life

Achievements of my life
Persons enshrined within my heart
Things that I have loved
Unfulfilled desires
Insights I have gained through life about:
God
human nature

Jesus Christ
love
religion
prayer
poverty
the world

Inspiration Sandwich

hy SARK

"My journals are dear friends, and very creative companions. They are a holder
of my dreams, a celebration of moments, a collection of miracles, and a joy to have
created. Write your books. The ones that ONLY YOU can tell.”

AFFIRMATIONS

Affirmations: powerful, positive messages - verbal or nonverbal - which define who we are

and how we expect to be treated.

Example:

They can be given to us by other people and by ourselves.

"I am a worthwhile, competent person".

We tell people how we expect them to behave and feel about themselves by what we say to them
and about them.

The following sets of affirmations are messages that invite human beings to become whole people

who are capable and who care about themselves and others.

Each set has an approximate age

designation, indicating the ages at which that particular set of affirmations should start. These
affirmations are based on developmental theory and are taken from Pam Levin's book Becoming
the Way We Are. The sets build up each other. Adults need the entire series.

Affirmations for Being - Deciding to Live: Birth to Six Months
You have every right to be here.
Your needs are okay with me.
I'm glad you're a.(boy, girl).
You don't have 10 hurry.

I like to hold you.
(I'm glad you're here.)
These affirmations for being are particularly important from birth to six months, for early
teenagers, for people who are ill or tired or hurt or vulnerable and for everyone else.
Affirmations for Doing - Starting to Do Things on Qur Own:
You don't have to do tricks to get approval.
It’s okay to do things and get support at the same time.
(Try things, initiate things, be curious, be intuitive.)
(I'm glad you're here, and I see you are doing things.)

Six to Eighteen Months

The affirmations for doing are particularly important for six to eighteen month old children, for
thirteen and fourteen year old children, for people starting a new job or a new relationship, for
people starting to learn any new skill and for everyone else.

Affirmations for Thinking - Deciding It's Okay to Think: Eighteen Months to Three Years
I'm glad you're growing up.
I'm not afraid of your anger.
You can think about what you feel.
You don't have to take care of me by thinking for me.
You can be sure about what you need and want and think.
I'm glad you're here. I see you are doing things, and I expect you lo start learning
about cause and-effect-thinking.
These affirmations for thinking are of special importance to children who are eighteen months to
three years old, to young people in the middle teens and to everyone else.

- Affirmations for Identity - Learning Who We Are: Three to Six Years
You can be powerful and still have needs.
You don't have to act scary (or sick or sad or mad) to get taken care of.
You can express your feelings straight.
I'm glad you're here. I see you are doing things, and I expect you to continue
learning about cause and effect. I expect you to start differentiating feelings
and actions and to ask for your needs to be met straight.
These affirmations for learning who we are have special importance for children who are three to
six years old, for middle teenagers, for people who are owning their power to be who they are and
to ask straight for what they need, for people who are giving up old and inadequate ways of
dealing with life or who are giving up crutches and are incorporating healthier ways, and for
everyone else.
Affirmations for Structure - Learning to Do Things Our Own Way: Six to Twelve Years
You can think before you make that rule your own.
You can trust your feelings to help you know.

You can do it your way.
It's okay to disagree.
You don't have*to suffer to get what you need.
I'm glad you're here. I see you are doing things, and I expect you (0 continue
learning about cause and effect. I expect you to differentiate between feelings
and actions and to ask to get your needs met straight. I also see that you are
trying out, thinking about, altering and claiming your own way of looking at
things, and doing things in order to take care of yourself.
These are the structure affirmations. They are particularly important for six to twelve year old
children, for people in the late teens an early twenties, for people of all ages who are entering new
social settings (such as organizations, businesses, recreation groups, families, and retirement), and
for everyone else.
Affirmations for Sexuality - Working Through Old Problems with Sexuality Added and
Separating from Parents: Thirteen to Nineteen Years
You can be a sexual person and still have needs.
It's okay to know who you are.
You're welcome to come home again.
I love you.

(I see that you're recycling and going over old needs and problems with an
added dimension of sexuality. It's okay to work through, to separate, and to
assume responsibility for your own needs, feelings, and behavior as a grownup person in the world.)

These affirmations for sexuality are important for thirteen to nineteen year old human beings, for
any older persons who are making relationship separations, and for everyone else.

Spirituality and Ministry Series
Evaluation

What part of the series was the most beneficial in your personal life and in your
ministry?

What part of the series was the least beneficial for you?

Was the information presented in a clear and understandable format?

Did the information presented achieve the stated objectives at the beginning of the
series?

What suggestions do you have that would make the series more beneficial?

Any comments on environment, food, notebooks and associated material?

Are there any topics that you would be interested in attending a presentation on in the

fall (2-3 hour type setting -- one time deal)? Any adult education process type work that
you would be interested in (dream work, theological reflection, etc.)?

Please put any other comments,

suggestions, critiques, etc. on the back.
(Optional -- but always helpful if clarifications are needed)

SYMBOLIC REFLECTION

Comments Prior to Beginning
We are going to spend about 45 minutes in a reflective mode where | will be
some
sharing some readings with you, some music -- inviting you to participate in
es. You will
symbolic actions. Following this time, you will have 45 minutes for yourselv

-- but
receive a copy of the readings and some reflection questions -- these are optional
and
may be used if you would like some direction. Make yourself at home -- St. Peter
and this
Paul's room -- and the Alumni Room are available -- in addition to the chapel
would
room. Music will be playing in here. There are art supplies on the table if anyone

-- a
like to draw -—- some pages have circles on them if you would like to do a mandala

and growth.
circle symbol coming from the unconscious which represents wholeness
be
When the Reflection period is complete, | ask you to go forth in silence -- and
back here at 12:30 for lunch.
We will now begin. *

Introduction
Symbols bring into our heads and hearts realities which are intimate to us.

Symbols are tangible, and when we touch them we touch a mystery that is at once
familiar and elusive.

A real symbol always brings us into touch not just with a memory

but with a living present, and indeed a present which contains a hope for the future and
which helps to carry us into the future.

Symbols may be that of a community such as the

flag for the United States and fire and water which have spiritual significance in our
or
religious tradition. Symbols may also be personal where we symbolize an experience

a relationship such as this wooden symbol which personally is a symbol of one of my
images of God. Faith is needed if symbols are to be recognized for what they are and to
be integrated in our personal spirituality.
Today we are going to spend some time reflecting on the three symbols:

fire and

water -- symbols intricate to our Christian tradition -- and a tin box as a more personal
symbol that may take on personal significance for you.
Please relax and journey with me -- allow the symbols and readings to speak to
your personal experience -- take what touches you -- invokes a response in you -- feels

right for you -- discard what serves no purpose for you.
with is what you will.

This is your time with God -- do

Silencing Process

We will begin with a process inviting you to become quiet -- aware of the moment.
Sweet Essence, Breath of Life,
behind us, before us, hemming us in,

your charge is gentle but constant -always there -- as close as air.
We draw you in through our pores
and feel a flood of peace.
This softness speaks of love.

Breath of Life, fill us.

Breath of Life, fill us.

A Reflection by Comedian Lily Tomlin
In our fast track society, it is very counterculture to do nothing, to just sit. And if
we sit in silence, without the radio, TV, or conversation, it is even more unusual. | was
taught that my goodness equals my output. Rewards came when | excelled -- a silver

dollar for each

"A", a dozen roses for making the honor roll. Those lessons are not

1 still set goals and feel inadequate and unhappy if | don't meet them.
But | have discovered one thing -- God speaks to me most clearly in silence and

easily forgotten.

inactivity.

When | take the time to be still and watch my breath.

voice -- in gentle urgings, thoughts, images, songs.
breathe, ready to be called. Why do we wait?"

| begin to hear God's

God is as close as the air we

"We are the Circle" by Julie Howard
Breathing Exercise
| invite you to quiet yourself —- inside and out -- by joining me in an awareness of
our breathing. | ask you to sit comfortably in your chair and either close your eyes or
center on our candle.

Take a deep breath in -- and breath out slowly.
Once more.

Continue slowly breathing in -- and out -- to the cadence of the words | will read.

Breathing in -- Call me softly
In -- Breathe me in
In -- Hold me lightly
In -- Find me in
In -- Call me softly
In -- Call me softly

Breathing out -- in the silence.
Out -- For | am here
Out -- Like a Snowflake.
Out -- A falling tear.
Out -- Hold Me Tightly.
Out -- Hold Me Tightly

| now invite you to reflect with me on the symbol of water and how it speaks to
your lived experience.
Reflection on Water

A Woman at a Well
An enduring, endearing feature of this anonymous woman
was that she didn't apologize for herself.

Jesus, tired from a long, hot journey,
sat down by a well.
A woman with a jar came by to draw water.

"Give me a drink," he opened, that simply.
He surprised her by speaking,

and she was just as direct:
How is it you ask me for something to
When silence was golden, these were
Among the countrymen who bypassed
water in the jar of a Samaritan woman
Her eyes were downcast, .
her look asked, Who are you anyway?
It is an ongoing personal question.

drink?
not standard lines.
the region,
was considered impure.

Pivotal.
Pursuant to relationship,

it breaks through stiff or safe or shallow communication.
Jesus, the Outsider,
was the first among equals
to evangelize an outsider, a woman.
One with identity was among the first persons he told who he was,
in one of his longest conversations
with anyone in the gospels.

The Man-without-a-bucket offered her Living Water.
-Amazement fastened her eyes on him.
A skeptic well-acquainted with ways of religion,
she evaded his offer at first.
Warily and wearily,

she brought her real everyday earthy water.
And she stayed with the dialogue,

even pushed it along.
Then he spoke the truth about her lifestyle
and neither turned away.
It was a Turning Point.
She talked, at the juncture, of sacred places.
He went beyond, to spirit and truth,
and struck at her core.
"I know the Messiah is coming," she ventured.

The woman herself is the earthen vessel
over whom Jesus, the Word of God, replied:
"l who speak to you am he."
It was a Consecrating word.
Scripture's Sword of the Spirit
penetrated the darkness where she beheld herself.
A groundswell broke through the mortar that held her unclean.
How much welled up inside her!
Unworthiness was placed in his hand as an offering of gift.
She traded it in, and he drank it all in.
Living Water in return was perhaps the first water

she had every been given.
Entrusted, she was trustworthy.
And from where she stood,
the greater risk was hers.

displaced,

She left the water jar ... drawn up.
She ran off to bring back a town.
Jesus needed that groundswell.
It was pure and extraordinary refreshment.
Unique to this story of a woman with shadows,
repentance is not the theme.

She became the first evangelist
through a capacity for belief she could not contain.
There's a well at a juncture where there's Jesus.

"Who are you anyway?"
"Give me a drink."

"Who are you anyway?"
"Woman of the Word" by MaryLou Sleevi

Someone Was Drawing Water
Some one was drawing water and my teacher placed my hand under the spout.
as the cool stream gushed over one hand she spelled into the other the word water, first

slowly, than rapidly. | stood still, my whole attention fixed upon the motions of her
fingers. Suddenly I felt a mist consciousness as of something forgotten - a thrill of
returning thought; and some how the mystery of language was revealed to me. | knew
the w-a-t-e-r meant the wonderful cool something that was flowing over my hand. That
living word awakened my soul, gave it light, hope, joy, set it free.
The baptismal font is the return to the womb of consciousness, since
consciousness has arisen in that state. The return to such a condition has healing
value, because it brings things back to their origin, where nothing is disturbed, yet

everything is still right.
things really out to be.

It is as if one were gaining there a sort of orientation of how
Helen Keller

John Saw the River
Then John saw the river, and the multitude was there.

And now they had

undergone a change; their robes were ragged, and stained with the road they had
traveled, and stained with unholy blood: the robes of some barely covered their
nakedness; and some indeed were naked.

And some stumbled on the smooth stones at

the river's edge, for they were blind; and some crawled with a terrible wailing, for they

were lame; some did not cease to pluck at their flesh, which was rotten with running
sores.

All struggled to get to the river, in a dreadful hardness of heart:

down the weak, the ragged spat on the naked, the naked
crawled over the lame. And someone cried: "Sinner, do
They John saw the Lord -- for a moment only; and
only, was filled with a light he could not bear. Then, in a

the strong struck

cursed the blind, the blind
you love my Lord?"
the darkness, for a moment
moment, he was set free; his

tears sprang as from a fountain; his heart, like a fountain of waters, burst.
cried:

Oh, Blessed Jesus!

Oh, Lord Jesus!

Then he

Take me through!"

Of tears there was, yes, a very fountain — sprinting from a depth never sounded
before, from depths John had not known were in him.

And he wanted to rise up,

singing, singing in that great morning, the morning of his new life. Ah, how his tears ran

down, how they blessed his soul!

-- as he felt himself, out of the darkness, and the fire,

and the terrors of death, rising upward to meet the saints.
"Oh, yes!" cried the voice of Elisha.

"Bless our God forever!"

And the sweetness filled John as he heard this voice, and heard the sound of
singing: the singing was for him. For his drifting was anchored din the love of God: in
the rock that endured forever. The light and the darkness had kissed each other, and
were married now, forever, in the

life and the vision of John's soul.

Ritual -- Where the River Flows

| invite you to come and dip your hands in the living water as we reflect on the
song "Where the River Flows."

Reflection on Fire
| now invite you to reflect with me on the symbol of fire and what it says to you regarding
your lived experience.
Prayer
You are here. You are God With Us.
We lean towards you, feeling your fire.
Flame us and set us dancing.
Let our taste of you spin us around,

breaking old molds, sending us skyward.
Mary of Nazareth
It took almost fifty years
and one very Windy day
for all those tears to break out on her face
in laughter.

The overshadowing of the Spirit dissolved in Burning Light
as Wisdom came to rest on the Mother of Jesus at Pentecost.
Amid tongues, she was speechless with Understanding.
Comprehension.
Pain making sense.
Stored up mystery was released in radiance;
and Mary was so happy she cried.
Pentecost reveals on a face transparent

a chosen one's choices -the inclusiveness, conclusiveness
of many a yes

to a purity purged of anything less.
Perhaps for Mary,

Pentecost was Easter.

"Woman of the Word" by MaryLou Sleevi
Flame

Flame, which is a figure for the soul, is also a figure for the living God:

for "God

is light and in him there is no darkness." As the flame radiates light so God radiates
truth, and the soul by receiving truth is united with God, as our eyes by seeing its light
are united with the flame.

And, as the flame radiates heat, so does God radiate the

warmth of goodness; and as the hand and the cheek by perceiving the warmth become
one with the flame, so whoever loves God becomes one with him in goodness.

But

also, just as the candle remains free and disengaged in its place, so does God abide
unmoved "dwelling in approachable light.”

Flame, emitting light, emitting heat, is an image to us of the living God.
The light shines on in the darkness.

Romano Guardini

Ritual

| invite one person from each table to come to the candle and light your taper -- and take
the light -- a symbol of Christ —- back to those at your table.
Always Burning
You are fire always burning but never consuming; you are a fire consuming in your heat

all the soul's selfish love; you have made known your truth. You are that light beyond all
light who gives the mind's eye supernatural light in such fullness and perfection that you

bring clarity even to the light of faith.

In that faith | see that my soul has life, and in that

light receives you who are Light.
Catherine of Siena
Ritual

| now invite each of you to bring your flame -- your taper -- and place it in one of these

two dishes of sand -- where the light -- the power of Christ -- within each of us -- may
come together and offer praise to our God.
Closing on Fire
No longer shall the sun be your light by day,
Nor the brightness of the moon shine upon you at night;
The Lord shall be your light forever,

your God shall be your glory.

